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Capacitive power transfer (CPT) technology is an effective way to charge electric vehicles, 
in which electric fields between metal plates are used to transfer power. Compared to the 
conventional inductive power transfer (IPT) system, a CPT system has three advantages: it does 
not generate eddy-current loss in nearby metal objects; it can reduce the system weight and cost; 
it has better misalignment performance. However, the coupling capacitance in a CPT system is 
usually in the pF range, which limits the CPT system power and efficiency. 
Through overcoming the limitation of small capacitance in a CPT system, this dissertation 
has achieved three breakthroughs in CPT technology: the system power is increased from several 
tens of watts to several kW; the transfer distance is increased from less than 1 mm to hundreds of 
mm; the transfer efficiency is increased from about 30% to over 90%.  
A double-sided LCLC compensation circuit has been proposed to realize high-power and 
long-distance capacitive power transfer. The compensation circuit provides resonances with the 
coupling capacitance, and increases the voltages on metal plates to kV level to achieve kW 
power transfer. A prototype has been constructed and validates the proposed circuit. 
Experimental results show that the prototype realizes 2.4 kW power transfer across an air-gap 
distance of 150 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 90.8%. The experiments also show that the CPT 
system has better misalignment performance than the conventional IPT system. 
An IPT-CPT combined system has also been proposed to integrate the IPT and CPT 
technology together. The combination can increase the efficiency of the CPT system, and 
improve the misalignment performance of the IPT system. A prototype has been constructed to 
validate the combined idea. Experimental results show that the prototype realizes 2.84 kW power 
transfer across an air-gap distance of 150 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 94.4%. 
xiv 
Using the designed LCLC compensation circuit, a dynamic CPT system has been proposed 
to realize power transfer to receivers in moving status. A long-track coupler structure is used to 
reduce the pulsation of received power. A prototype has been constructed to validate dynamic 
charging. Experimental results show that the prototype realizes 154W power transfer across an 
air-gap distance of 50 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 85.4%. 
Considering practical applications, the safety issues and foreign object influence have been 
studied in this dissertation. The high voltage issue can be solved by reliable insulation, and the 
electric field emissions can be reduced through capacitive coupler structure design. The foreign 
object, either metallic or dielectric, can influence the coupling capacitances in a CPT system 
depends on the position and size. The CPT system can also influence the voltage and power loss 
in the foreign object. 
To sum up, this dissertation has demonstrated that the CPT technology is a good solution to 
realize the charging of electric vehicles. In future work, the power density and efficiency of the 
CPT system will be further improved to make it more competitive with the inductive and 





1.1. Background of Wireless Power Transfer 
1.1.1. Category of WPT Systems 
Wireless power transfer (WPT) is a technology that can transfer electric power without 
direct metal-to-metal contact, but rather with the energy contained in fields, which can be 
acoustic or electromagnetic [1]-[3]. Taking advantages of these fields, the WPT systems can be 
classified as shown in Fig. 1-1, listed as acoustic power transfer [4], optical power transfer [5], 
microwave power transfer [6], inductive power transfer (IPT) [7], and capacitive power transfer 
(CPT) [8]. 
 
Fig. 1-1. Category of wireless power transfer systems 
1.1.2. Comparison of WPT Technologies 
A. Acoustic Power Transfer 
Acoustic power transfer systems utilize sonic and ultrasonic sound waves to transfer power, 
and their structure is shown in Fig. 1-2 [9], [10]. At the primary side, an electro acoustic device, 
2 
typically a piezoelectric device is used to convert electric power into acoustic power and transmit 
it through the medium. At the secondary side, another electro acoustic device converts the 
acoustic power back into electrical form and provides it to the load. In some cases, an 
intermediate matching layer is placed between the transducer and the medium to match the 
mechanical impedance and thereby maximize the output power [11], [12]. Impedance matching 
can also be realized by the electric circuit at the secondary side, where a dc-dc converter is 
usually connected between the output rectifier and the load [13], [14]. 
 
Fig. 1-2. Structure of an acoustic power transfer system 
The advantage of acoustic power transfer technology is that it is relatively lies in its safety to 
the human body, and can penetrate through metal barriers. Research has been done in both low 
and high power applications, such as implantable medical devices [15], energy harvesting [16], 
underwater sensor networks [17], and through-metal power transfer [18]. Depending on the 
mechanical properties of the electro acoustic devices, the transmission frequency varies from the 
several tens of kHz to the MHz level. The low power system usually has an efficiency lower than 
1%. When the size of the device increases, the system power can reach 1 kW with 80% 
efficiency in high power applications [19], [20]. However, the cost of the device also increases 
rapidly with its size, which limits its commercial application in high power areas. 
B. Optical Power Transfer 
Optical power transfer system utilizes laser light, which is essentially high frequency 
electromagnetic waves in the THz range, to transfer power, and its structure is shown in Fig. 1-3 
[21], [22]. At the primary side, the laser generator is used to convert electric power to light. At 
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the secondary side, a photovoltaic (PV) device receives the light and converts it back into electric 
form. Laser generator types include gas laser, crystal lasers, active fiber lasers, and 
semiconductor diode lasers, in which the diode laser has smaller size and higher efficiency [23]. 
 
Fig. 1-3. Structure of an optical power transfer system 
The most significant advantage of optical power transfer technology is its effective 
collimation ability, which means there is little power leakage from the beaming path [24]. This 
technology was initially developed for outer space applications of spacecraft and satellites [25]. 
Recently, it has been extended to the underwater environment [26] and low-power implantable 
biomedical devices [27]. With the development of semiconductor technology, the 
electric-to-optical efficiency of a laser diode can reach 50% [28], and the optical-to-electric 
efficiency can reach 64% [29], which makes the overall dc-dc efficiency about 30%. Another 
critical concern is the danger to human safety, particularly eye protection [30]. Therefore, laser 
systems usually work in discontinuous mode to limit the power density of light [23]. Considering 
the power and efficiency limitations, significant effort is still required to make this technology 
practical in more applications. 
C. Microwave Power Transfer 
Microwave power transfer is also called radio frequency (RF) power transfer, which utilizes 
electromagnetics wave in the GHz range, as shown in Fig. 1-4 [31]. An antenna acts as the power 
transducer at the primary side, and a rectenna acts as the receiver at the secondary side [32]. In 
this system, the RF inverter and rectifier are both high-frequency resonant converters, and their 
impedances are designed to match the impedances of the antenna and rectenna to maximize the 
system power [33]. 
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Fig. 1-4. Structure of a microwave power transfer system 
The advantage of microwave power transfer technology is its ability to transfer power over a 
long distance property. In low-power applications, a large-scale cellular network has realized 
effective data and power transfer simultaneously [34], and a wireless sensor network has been 
self-powered from microwaves in free space [35], [36]. In high-power applications, reflection 
tubes are introduced to realize good collimation [37], and 30 kW power has been transferred 
through a distance of 1.6 km with a dc-dc efficiency of approximately 6.7% [38]. Since the 
1990s, novel semiconductor materials, such as gallium nitride (GaN), have been used to improve 
the system efficiency [39]. Because of the high power capability, microwave power transfer can 
also be used in vehicle charging applications [40]. However, the size and cost of current 
microwave power transfer systems are still not acceptable for commercial applications, and 
human safety is also an important concern [41], [42]. 
D. Inductive Power Transfer 
Inductive power transfer (IPT) system utilizes non-radiative magnetic fields, typically in the 
kHz to MHz range, to realize power transfer. Since there are resonances in the circuit, it is also 
called magnetic resonance [43], [44]. The system structure is shown in Fig. 1-5 [45], [46]. Two 
planar coils form a loosely-coupled transformer, which is called a magnetic or inductive coupler, 
to generate magnetic fields. Since there is a large air-gap between the coils, their magnetic 
coupling is relatively low [47]. Therefore, magnetic ferrites can be used to enhance the coupling. 
At both the primary and secondary sides, compensation networks, including inductors and 
capacitors, are required to resonate with the coils. The resonances can significantly increase the 
currents flowing through the coils, and generate stronger magnetic fields [48], [49]. In this way, 
sufficient power transfer is achieved. 
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Fig. 1-5. Structure of an inductive power transfer system 
The advantage of inductive power transfer is its high efficiency and high power capability, 
and it has been the most commercially successful WPT technology. Its application areas widely 
include integrated circuits (IC) [50], biomedical devices [51], sensor networks [52], portable 
electronic products [53], and electric vehicles [54]. The system efficiency is closely related to the 
circuit resonances and load condition [55], and it can achieve over 90% dc-dc efficiency when 
the transfer distance is in the hundreds of mm range [56]. The distance can be further extended 
using intermediate resonant coils without significant influence to the efficiency [57]. 
Three-dimensional (3D) omnidirectional power transfer can also be realized with an optimized 
transmitter structure [58]. Moreover, with the shared channel of the coils, parallel transmission of 
power and data can be achieved through the inductive coupling [59]-[61]. However, in practical 
application, safety concerns regarding the field emissions, and overheating caused by 
eddy-current losses in nearby metal objects are becoming limitations [62], [63]. 
E. Capacitive Power Transfer 
Capacitive power transfer (CPT) systems utilize high-frequency electric fields to transfer 
power. A common system structure is shown in Fig. 1-6 [64], [65]. Two pairs of metal plates 
form two capacitors, which is also called capacitive coupler, to establish the electric fields [66]. 
The two capacitors provide a power flow loop from the input source to the output load. The 
coupling capacitances depend on the plate area, plate distance, and the dielectric material 
between the plates [67]. Similar to the IPT system, two compensation networks are required at 
both the primary and secondary sides to resonate with the capacitors to increase the voltages on 
the plates for power transfer [68]. 
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Fig. 1-6. Structure of a capacitive power transfer system 
The advantage of the capacitive power transfer system with respect to IPT systems is its low 
cost and low eddy-current loss in nearby metals. Compared to the inductive coupler, the 
capacitive coupler can eliminate the usage of magnetic ferrite to reduce the system cost and 
weight. Also, the electric fields in a CPT system do not generate significant losses in nearby 
metal objects. CPT technology has been used in lots of applications, such as integrated circuits 
(IC) [69], biomedical devices [70], [71], synchronous machine excitation [72], and electric 
vehicles [73]. If the transfer distance is hundreds of mm, since the free space permittivity ε0 is 
only 8.85×10
-12
 F/m and the relative permittivity of the dielectric material is usually less than 10, 
the coupling capacitance is small, which makes it challenging to transfer high level of power. 
Table I-1. Comparison of WPT technologies 
[1]
 
technology frequency power efficiency distance cost size applications 
acoustic kHz-MHz medium medium long high small 









microwave GHz high low long high large 




inductive kHz-MHz high high medium medium medium 
biomedical, IC, sensor network 
portable device, electric vehicle
[50-54]
 
capacitive kHz-MHz medium high medium low medium 
biomedical, IC, 
electric machine, electric vehicle
[69-73]
 
A comparison of the five categories of WPT technologies is presented in Table I-1. It can be 
concluded that the IPT system is a good solution to realize wireless power transfer for electric 
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vehicle charging application. However, CPT technology has the potential of a more promising 
future to reduce the system cost and realize a more successful commercial product. In this 
dissertation, the high-power and long-distance CPT technology will be studied for electric 
vehicle charging applications, which can achieve several kW power transfer across hundreds of 
mm with over 90% dc-dc efficiency. 
1.2. Development of Electric Vehicle Charging Technology 
The electric vehicle is a clean and environmentally friendly alternative to the conventional 
combustion vehicle. It usually carries large amount of Lithium-Ion batteries, instead of fossil fuel, 
on board to store electric energy for vehicle propulsion [74]. Batteries are expensive, heavy, and 
their energy density is much lower than fossil fuel. Also, it usually takes a relatively long time to 
fully charge the batteries. Therefore, charging technology is important to the success of electric 
vehicles, and it is important to study and develop more effective, efficient, and convenient 
methods of charging. 
Current vehicle-charging technology can be classified as conductive and inductive charging 
[75]. For conductive charging, there is direct metal-to-metal connection between the charger and 
the vehicle. Inductive charging utilizes the IPT technology mentioned above, in which resonant 
circuit is used to transfer power to vehicles through magnetic fields [76]. 
1.2.1. Conductive Charging 
Conductive charging is also called plug-in charging, in which the electric vehicle is 
connected to the power source through electric cables [77]. The system power level varies from 
several kW to hundreds of kW according to the power requirements of different vehicles, such as 
passenger cars, heavy duty pick-up truck and buses. Conductive chargers can be classified as 
on-board and off-board chargers depending on the installation position of the power electronics 
converters, as shown in Figs. 1-7(a) and (b), respectively. According to the SAE-J1772 standard 
[78], the on-board charger is mostly for level 1 (≤1.92kW) and level 2 (≤19.2 kW) systems, and 
the off-board charger is for level 3 (≤240kW) systems. 
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(a) On-board charging 
 
(b) Off-board charger 
Fig. 1-7. Structures of conductive charging systems for electric vehicles 
Fig. 1-7(a) shows the structure of an on-board charger, in which the ac power grid is directly 
connected to the vehicle through cables [79]. In this system, the size and weight of the filter and 
power electronics converters are small enough to be installed on the vehicle side, which helps to 
reduce the cost of infrastructure on the ground side. Therefore, it can be widely used in home 
garages for overnight charging, or at the work place for daytime charging. 
Fig. 1-7(b) shows the structure of an off-board charger, in which the dc supply voltage is 
connected to the vehicle through cables [80]. The power is usually at the hundreds of kW level, 
and it is typically used in fast-charging stations for the general public. The circuit topology is 
similar to that of the on-board charger, but it has to be installed on the ground side, considering 
its size, weight, and cost. 
The most significant advantages of conductive charging are its high power density and 
efficiency [81]. For both on- and off-board chargers, the system structure consists of three stages, 
listed as EMI filter, ac/dc converter, and the dc/dc converter as shown in Fig. 1-7 [82]. The 
researches of conductive chargers focus on the two converters to reduce their size and increase 
their efficiency. Non-isolated single switching converters, such as boost and buck converters, are 
typically used to realize the front-end ac/dc converter [83]. The peak efficiency of the ac/dc 
converter can reach 98.9% [84], and the overall efficiency from the ac grid to battery can reach 
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97.6% [85]. To reduce shocking hazards, isolated dc/dc converters, such as phase-shift full 
bridge converters [86], [87], LCC [88], and LLC [89] resonant converters, are used to provide 
galvanic isolation between the vehicle and the power grid. Although there is an isolation 
transformer in the circuit, the system efficiency can be improved through optimizing the circuit 
parameters [90], and the dc-dc efficiency can reach 97.6% at full-load conditions [91], [92]. The 
converters can also realize bidirectional power flow [93], and the batteries installed on the 
vehicle can act as distributed generators to inject power back into the power grid and contribute 
to the control of power grid [94], [95]. 
1.2.2. Inductive Charging 
Inductive charging of electric vehicles is a typical application area of the IPT technology 
mentioned above, in which a separable transformer is used to transfer power [96]. The primary 
side of the transformer is at the ground side as a transmitter, and the secondary side is at the 
vehicle side as a receiver. Power is transferred through magnetic fields and there is no ohmic 
contact between the charger and the vehicle. The structure of an inductive charging system for 
electric vehicles is shown in Fig. 1-8 [97], [98]. The transfer distance between the transmitter and 
receiver can be as large as hundreds of mm. 
 
Fig. 1-8. Structures of an inductive charging system for electric vehicles 
In the small-distance applications, the SAE-J1773 standard recommends physical, electrical, 
and performance requirements of the charging coupler [99], [100], in which the transformer is in 
the traditional EE or EI shape and the transmitter is connected with a long cable to allow it 
inserted into the receiver [101]. Therefore, the leakage inductance is limited, and there is a strong 
magnetic coupling in the transformer to transfer high levels of power [102]. Also, compensation 
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capacitors can be used to resonate with the transformer to further improve the system power and 
efficiency [103], [104]. This system structure was proposed in the 1990s and has been applied in 
commercial products. Compared to the conductive charging, the advantage of low-distance 
inductive charging is that it can provide insulation on the surface of the transmitter, and there is 
no concern of electric shock. 
In large-distance applications, the SAE-J2954 standard provides the specification 
requirements for light-duty plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles [105]. Compared to conductive 
and small-distance inductive charging, the long cable is eliminated and the vehicle is 
automatically charged when it is parked near a charging pad [106]. Since the air-gap distance is 
in the range of hundreds of mm, the magnetic coupling coefficient is relatively small, which 
results in a loosely-coupled inductive charging system. Compensation circuits are required at 
both the primary and secondary sides to increase the system power [107], [108]. Large-distance 
inductive charging systems can be classified by the compensation circuit topologies. 
A. Capacitor Compensation 
In a loosely-coupled IPT system, compensation capacitors are required at both the primary 
and secondary sides. According to the position of the compensation capacitors, there are four 
different topologies, listed as series-series (SS) [109], series-parallel (SP) [110], parallel-series 
(PS) [111], and parallel-parallel (PP) [112] compensations, which are shown in Figs. 1-9(a), (b), 
(c), and (d), respectively. 
  
(a) Series-series (b) Series-parallel 
  
(c) Parallel-series (d) Parallel-parallel 
Fig. 1-9. Circuit topologies of capacitor compensation 
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The capacitors are designed to compensate the self or leakage inductances of the transformer, 
which results in a constant-current or constant-voltage working mode [113]. In electric vehicle 
charging applications, the constant-current mode is preferred, because the batteries behave as a 
constant voltage load at the output side. The advantage of capacitor compensation is simplicity. 
The SS compensation circuit has been well studied and applied in vehicle charging applications 
[114]. However, the system power is inversely proportional to the magnetic coupling coefficient. 
When there is misalignment between the transmitter and receiver, the input current significantly 
increases, and may exceed the component ratings. 
B. Inductor-Capacitor Compensation 
To overcome the limitation of capacitor compensation circuits, more complex circuits, 
including inductors and capacitors, have been proposed, such as the LCC [115] and CLC [116] 
compensations as shown in Fig. 1-10 (a) and (b), respectively. 
  
(a) Double-sided LCC (b) Double-sided CLC 
Fig. 1-10. Circuit topologies of inductor-capacitor compensations 
There are multiple resonances in these compensation circuits, and the components should be 
designed so that they all resonate at the same frequency to maximize the transferred power. In 
the double-sided LCC compensation circuit the output power is proportional to the magnetic 
coupling coefficient, and the transmitted current decreases as the receiver moves away from it 
[117]. Therefore, it can be used in a dynamic charging system and realize power transfer to 
moving vehicles [118]. Although there are more components in the circuits, the system dc-dc 
efficiency can still reach 96% with optimized circuit parameters, and the voltage and current 
stresses on the components can be reduced. In practical applications, the inter-operation between 
the compensation circuits in Fig. 9 and 10 is unavoidable, and their combinations can result in 
asymmetric topologies such as LCL-T [119] and LCL-S [120] compensations 
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1.3. Motivation of Capacitive Power Transfer 
Although IPT technology has been widely exploited in vehicle charging applications, there 
are two significant limitations in practical systems. First, the IPT system is sensitive to nearby 
metal objects. The high-frequency magnetic field can generate significant eddy current losses in 
these objects, which can reduce the transferred power and the system efficiency [121]. Also, the 
losses can cause high temperatures and hence create a potential fire hazard. Second, the weight 
and cost of the IPT system are still too high for commercialization. In an IPT system, expensive 
Litz wire is required to make the coils to reduce conduction losses induced by the skin-effect 
[122]. Also, ferrite and aluminum shielding plates are necessary to improve the magnetic 
coupling and reduce the leakage magnetic fields, respectively [123]. However, these significantly 
increase the system weight and cost, and create installation difficulties. 
Compared to the IPT system, CPT technology can solve the two limitations mentioned 
above. In a CPT system, electric fields are used to transfer power. These can experience metal 
objects without generating significant losses or significantly reducing power levels [124]. 
Usually, metal plates are used to generate electric fields, and there is no requirement on the plate 
thickness and shape. Therefore, it is more flexible to design the capacitive coupler depending on 
different applications. Also, aluminum plates can be used to further reduce the system weight and 
cost as compared to copper Litz wire coils. 
Current CPT systems can be classified according to their circuit topologies, such as: 
PWM-converter-based CPT system, power-amplifier-based CPT system, and full-bridge inverter 
based CPT system, which will be introduced in the sequel. The CPT system structure shown in 
Fig. 1-6 is an example of the full-bridge CPT system. 
1.3.1. PWM-Converter-Based CPT System 
Power converters with a single active switch, such as buck-boost, Cuk, Sepic, Zeta, and 
push-pull converters [125], can be used to realize a CPT system. For example, the circuit 
topology of a CPT system based on a Sepic converter is shown in Fig. 1-11 [126]. 
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Fig. 1-11. CPT system based on a Sepic converter 
Different from a conventional Sepic converter, there are two coupling capacitors C1 and C2 
in the circuit, providing the isolation between the primary and secondary side and working as 
energy storage components. When the switch S turns off, the capacitors are charged by the input 
source. When the switch S turns on, the capacitors are discharged, and the power is transferred to 
the load. The coupling capacitance and switching frequency should be large enough to realize 
significant power transfer. For example, when the coupling capacitance increases to 24nF and the 
switching frequency is 200 kHz, the Sepic converter realizes more than 1 kW power transfer 
with 90.3% dc-dc efficiency [126]. 
The advantage of the PWM-converter-based CPT system is that system performance is not 
sensitive to circuit parameter variations. In real applications, the physical size and plate distance 
of the capacitive coupler can change the coupling capacitance. Also, it is common to have ±10% 
variations on the circuit component values [127]. In the PWM converter, as long as the 
parameters are large enough to achieve a continuous-current working mode, their variations 
cannot affect the system power. However, the disadvantage is that soft-switching condition 
cannot be realized in all load conditions. In this case, system efficiency is significantly reduced 
and the conductive EMI increases. Moreover, since there is only one active switch in the circuit, 
the power level of a CPT system is limited by the performance of the switch. 
1.3.2. Power Amplifier-Based CPT System 
High frequency power amplifier circuit, such as class D or class E converter, can also be 
used to realize a CPT system, as shown in Fig. 1-12 [128]. Usually, there is series inductor 
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connected with the capacitors to form resonance, and the two coupling capacitors C1 and C2 are 
used to replace the conventional external resonant capacitors. 
 
Fig. 1-12. CPT system based on a class E converter 
The power amplifier can provide high-frequency switching capability to increase the system 
power, and the soft-switching condition can be satisfied through parameter design to improve the 
system efficiency. Also, the size of the passive components can be reduced due to high frequency. 
This circuit topology has been applied in the vehicle charging applications, in which a conformal 
bumper is installed in front of the vehicle to form capacitances with the charging pad [129]. 
When the switching frequency is 530 kHz, the system can achieve 1kW power transfer with a 
dc-dc efficiency of 92%. 
However, the power amplifier is sensitive to parameter variations. When the coupling 
capacitances vary from the nominal values, the resonances in the circuit are disturbed and the 
system power and efficiency can be significantly reduced. 
1.3.3. Full-Bridge Inverter based CPT System 
The full-bridge inverter is an effective method to provide ac excitation to a CPT system, 
including the coupling capacitors and the compensation circuit, as shown in Fig. 1-13 [130]. The 
MOSFETs are driven by PWM signals, and it is convenient to adjust the switching frequency and 
duty ratio to regulate the system power. A diode rectifier is used at the secondary side to provide 
dc power to the load. Series inductors L1 and L2 are usually used to compensate the coupling 
capacitors C1 and C2 from both primary and secondary sides. The inductors can also provide 
EMI suppression function to the input [131]. 
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Fig. 1-13. CPT system based on a full-bridge inverter with series inductors 
The advantage of series inductor compensation is its simplicity, and it can be applied in both 
low- and high-power applications. When it is used in biomedical devices to transfer power 
through human tissue, the frequency can reach hundreds of MHz [132]. It can also be applied in 
the excitation circuit for a synchronous motor, and the system efficiency can achieve over 90% 
[133], [134]. Compared to the single-switch PWM converter, the coupling capacitances can be 
relatively smaller and the switching frequency can be higher. In some applications, the required 
compensation inductor size is too large to be realized, so an active negative capacitor is proposed 
to replace the inductor [135], [136]. Since there are extra switches in the circuit, the system 
efficiency is reduced. Series compensation can also be used in electric vehicle charging 
applications, where the tires are used as the dielectric material to increase the coupling 
capacitances [137], [138]. However, it still requires the switching frequency to be in the MHz 
range to provide high power. 
1.4. Challenges in Capacitive Power Transfer 
1.4.1. Transfer Distance, Power, and Efficiency 
The fundamental challenge in CPT technology comes from the tradeoffs between the 
transfer distance, power, and efficiency. The current CPT systems cannot achieve long distance, 
high power, and high efficiency simultaneously. Their performances are still not comparable with 
the IPT systems, so their application area has been limited. Most of the previous work focuses on 
small-distance and low-power applications, such as USB interface [139], LED driving [140] and 
robot charging [141]. When the transfer distance reaches hundreds of mm, the coupling 
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capacitance is small. This makes it difficult to realize high power transfer efficiently, especially 
for electric vehicle charging applications. 
In the PWM-converter-based CPT system, the transfer distance is usually within 1 mm, 
which induces a relative larger capacitance. If the transfer distance is increased, the coupling 
capacitance decreases and the switching frequency have to be increased to transfer sufficient 
power. The system efficiency will therefore drop quickly due to switching losses since the 
soft-switching condition cannot be satisfied. 
In the high-frequency power-amplifier based CPT system, the switching frequency can 
increase to tens of MHz range without affecting the soft-switching condition. However, the 
conduction losses in the passive components, such as inductors and capacitors, increase with the 
frequency. Therefore, the overall efficiency is still limited [142].  
In the full-bridge inverter based CPT system with series inductors, the transfer distance is 
also typically within 1 mm to realize large coupling capacitances [143]. When the transfer 
distance increases, it requires either a large switching frequency in tens of MHz range or a large 
resonant inductor in mH range. However, too high a switching frequency makes it difficult to 
realize soft-switching of the MOSFETs in the full-bridge inverter, and the system efficiency is 
not acceptable. Besides, too large resonant inductor takes too large volume and weight, and its 
conduction loss also reduces the system efficiency. 
Therefore, it is necessary and meaningful to investigate compensation circuit topologies 
which realize a long-distance, high-power, and high-efficiency CPT system for electric vehicle 
charging applications. The full-bridge inverter based CPT system is preferred because it can 
provide high power capability. The compensation circuit should resonate with the coupling 
capacitors and can realize high power transfer even with limited capacitance values. 
1.4.2. Dynamic CPT System 
The second challenge of CPT technology is its application in the dynamic charging of 
electric vehicles; i.e. the vehicle is charged while driving on the road. Dynamic charging has 
been already proposed in the IPT system [144], and the CPT system should also have this ability. 
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The CPT system has advantages over the IPT system when it is applied in the dynamic 
charging scenario. The IPT system requires circulating currents in the coils to establish magnetic 
fields to transfer power, so there are extra conduction stand-by losses when the receiver moves 
away from the transmitter. The CPT system requires voltages on plates to generate electric fields 
for power transfer, so stand-by losses can be reduced, as the currents can be minimal. 
In dynamic charging applications, the system should be powered continuously during the 
moving process and the received power ripple should be minimized to protect the on-board 
batteries. Also, the system needs to be robust to the misalignment between the transmitter and 
receiver. These are the challenges we will address. 
1.4.3. Power Density and Electric Field Emission 
The third challenge in the application of CPT technology is the tradeoff between the system 
power density and electric fields emissions. The higher is power density of the capacitive coupler, 
the larger the electric field emissions to the surrounding environment. In a high-power charging 
scenario of electric vehicles, the electric field emission is a critical concern. 
In most applications, it is desired to transfer as much power as possible with a limited 
capacitive coupler size, which means high power density is necessary to save space. However, 
electric field emissions are important constraint to the system power density, which is similar to 
the magnetic field limitations in an IPT system [145]. For human safety consideration, IEEE 
C95.1 standard [146] requires that the general public exposure to high-frequency electric fields at 
1 MHz should be lower than 614V/m. This determines the upper limit of the CPT system power 
density and its safety operating area. 
In long-distance CPT systems, the electric field emissions are much more significant than in 
short-distance systems. The electric fields are not confined between the plates. This is because 
the fringing fields between the parallel plates significantly increase with voltages and distance 
[147]. As system power increases, both voltages on the plates and the fringing electric fields 
increase. Therefore, the electric field emissions to the surrounding environment should be 
considered when designing a CPT system to realize high power density. 
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1.5. Contributions of This Dissertation 
This dissertation focuses on the design of high-power, long-distance, and high-efficiency 
CPT systems for electric vehicle charging applications. Compared to previous works, this 
dissertation has three breakthroughs: the CPT system power is increased from several tens of 
Watts to several kW; the CPT system transfer distance is increased from mm to hundreds of mm; 
the CPT system efficiency is increased from 30% to over 90%. In the process to realize such an 
advanced CPT system, this dissertation has proposed several innovative approaches. The detailed 
contributions lie in four parts. 
First, a double-sided LCLC compensation circuit topology has been proposed, that has 
realized a high-power, long-distance, and high-efficiency CPT system [148]. The theoretical 
analysis of the circuit working principle is provided. A prototype is design and implemented to 
validate the proposed design, which has achieved 2.4 kW power transfer across and air-gap of 
150mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 90.8%. 
Second, an IPT and CPT combined system has been proposed and realized to increase the 
system power and efficiency [149]. Magnetic and electric fields are both used in a single system 
to transfer power. The design method of the combined system is provided, in which the inductive 
and capacitive coupler resonate with each other. The power ratio between the IPT and CPT 
components is also studied. Since the IPT system has been widely studied and exploited in 
vehicle charging applications, its combination with CPT systems can help to promote the 
application of CPT technology. Also, a prototype is design and implemented to validate the 
combined idea, which has achieved simultaneous inductive and capacitive power transfer of 
2.8kW across an air-gap of 150 mm, with a dc-dc efficiency of 94.4%. 
Third, a dynamic CPT system has been proposed and realized to charge the electric vehicle 
while moving [150]. The transmitter is designed to be a long-track that can charge multiple 
receivers at different positions. A low-power prototype is designed and constructed to 
demonstrate this idea, which has achieve 154W power transfer across an air-gap of 50 mm with a 
dc-dc efficiency of 85.4%. When the receiver is moving along the transmitter track, it can be 
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continuously charged with a power pulsation within ±4.0% of the nominal power. 
Fourth, safety issues and foreign object impact in a CPT system has been studied. 
Theoretical analysis shows that there are high voltages on the power transfer plates, which is the 
main reason that causes safety concerns. For safe operation, reliable insulation should be added 
on the plate surface. A six-plate coupler structure is proposed to reduce the electric field emission, 
and the safe range is 120 mm away from the coupler. Moreover, the influences on metallic and 
dielectric foreign objects are analyzed, which shows that a protection mechanism in the CPT 
system is required to protect the human body from touching. 
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DOUBLE-SIDED LCLC-COMPENSATED CPT SYSTEM 
2.1. Introduction 
The challenge in long-distance and high-power CPT systems comes from the extremely 
small coupling capacitances, which require either too high a switching frequency or too large a 
compensation inductor [1]. The full-bridge-inverter based series-inductor compensation circuit 
has the potential to provide high power capability [2], [3]. However, the compensation circuit 
needs to be improved to increase power density and efficiency [4]. 
One solution to reduce the large compensation inductor is to use an LCL compensation 
circuit [5], [6], which can provide the required inductive impedance at the specified switching 
frequency. At the front end, the LC circuit can also step up the voltage on the plates to increase 
the system power. A low-power CPT system is demonstrated, which can achieve 25W with 80% 
dc-dc efficiency for a laptop charging application. However, in this design, the series inductor is 
still required, which makes it difficult to be applied in high-power applications. 
A more straightforward and effective method is to directly connect relatively large external 
capacitors with the coupling capacitances [7], [8]. The equivalent capacitances are therefore 
significantly increased, and the required compensation inductors and switching frequency are 
reduced, resulting in an LC compensation topology to realize CPT systems [9]. However, in this 
system, the power is inversely proportional to the coupling capacitances, which induces 
difficulty in practical applications [10]. 
In this chapter, a double-sided LCLC compensation circuit is proposed to realize a 
high-power CPT system for electric vehicle charging applications [11]. Compared to the 
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series-inductor compensation, it has the merit of significantly reducing the value of required 
compensation inductance. Compared to the LC compensation, it has two major advantages [10]: 
the output power is proportional to the coupling capacitances; the system efficiency can be 
designed to be higher. The detailed comparison will be provided in this chapter. At last, it needs 
to be mentioned that, although there are more passive components in the LCLC compensation 
circuit, the inductors can be integrated together to save space [12]. 
2.2. Capacitive Coupler Design 
The structure and dimension of a horizontally-arranged capacitive coupler are shown in Fig. 
2-1, consisting of four metal plates P1-P4. Plates P1 and P2 are horizontally placed in the same 
plane at the primary side as a power transmitter. Plates P3 and P4 are also placed in the same 
plane at the secondary side as a power receiver. In this design, all the plates have the same size, 
and the plate shape is chosen to be square to simplify the design process. In practical applications, 
it needs to be emphasized that the plate shape can vary according to different requirements. 
 
Fig. 2-1. Structure and dimension of a horizontally arranged capacitive coupler 
In Fig. 2-1, the plate length is defined as l1, the distance between same side plates is defined 
as d1, and the air-gap distance between the primary and secondary plates is defined as d. The xyz 
directions are also identified, which will help when studying the misalignment performance of 
the coupler. In electric vehicle charging applications, the air-gap distance d is usually designed to 
be 150 mm, which is the ground clearance of the vehicle chassis. 
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In Fig. 2-1, there are coupling capacitances between each pair of plates, which introduces 
complexity in the circuit analysis. To simplify the circuit model, it is assumed plates P1 and P3 
are placed far away from P2 and P4, which means d1 is relatively large. Therefore, only two pairs 
of couplings, P1-P3 and P2-P4, need to be considered in this design. The simplified circuit model 
of a horizontally arranged capacitive coupler is shown in Fig. 2-2. 
 
Fig. 2-2. Simplified circuit model of a horizontally arranged capacitive coupler 
The coupling capacitance between P1 and P3 is defined as CM1, and the coupling capacitance 
between P2 and P4 is defined as CM2. The other capacitive couplings are neglected to simplify the 
circuit model. When the capacitive coupler is connected into a circuit, CM1 and CM2 form a loop 
for current to flow through, which means they are connected in series. Then, the equivalent 











                                  (2-1) 
In this design, since the four plates are identical, CM1=CM2 and therefore CM=CM1/2. Finite 
element analysis (FEA) by Maxwell is used to simulate the coupling capacitances. When the 
plate length l1 varies, the capacitances between plates as shown in Fig. 2-3. 
 
Fig. 2-3. Maxwell-simulated coupling capacitance CM1 at different plate lengths l1 
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Fig. 2-3 shows that the coupling capacitance CM1 increases with increasing plate length l1. 
Considering the space limitation of a vehicle chassis, l1 can be selected to be 24 in (610 mm) as 
an example to design a CPT system for vehicle charging application. Fig. 2-3 indicates that the 
coupling capacitance CM1 is 37.5 pF with a plate length of 610 mm. This capacitance can also be 
verified by the empirical formula of parallel plate capacitance [13], in which the fringing effect 
of electric fields contributes to increase the coupling capacitance. Then, the capacitance is 




























CM                          (2-2) 
where, ε0 = 8.85×10
-12
 F/m is the permittivity of free space. The calculation result shows good 
agreement with the Maxwell simulated value. Since the difference is within ±2%, the simulation 
accuracy is then accepted. 
The separation distance d1 is chosen to be 500 mm to reduce the capacitive coupling 
between same side plates. The simulation also shows the plate thickness does not significantly 
affect the coupling capacitance, and it is selected to be 2.0 mm for installation consideration. To 
conclude, the dimension of the designed capacitive coupler is shown in Table II-1. 
Table II-1. Dimensions of a horizontally arranged capacitive coupler 
plate size l1 610 mm air-gap distance d 150 mm 
plate thickness 2.0 mm same side plate distance d1 500 mm 
Similar to the IPT system, there are avoidable misalignments between the transmitter and 
receiver in practical applications [14]. The misalignment performance of the capacitive coupler 
should therefore be studied [15]. As shown in Fig. 2-1, the two pairs P1-P3 and P2-P4 are placed 
far away from each other. Therefore, the x and y direction misalignments are considered to have 
the same effect, and so only the x direction misalignment is analyzed. Due to the symmetry of the 
coupler structure, the positive and negative misalignment performances are also the same. The 
Maxwell-simulated capacitance CM1 at different x misalignments is shown in Fig. 2-4. 
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Fig. 2-4. Maxwell simulated coupling capacitance CM1 at different x misalignments 
Fig. 2-4 shows that the coupling capacitance CM1 decreases with the increasing x direction 
misalignment. When the misalignment is 300 mm, which is about one half of the plate length l1, 
CM1 decreases to 30.9 pF, which is about 84.2% of the well-aligned value. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the horizontally-arranged capacitive coupler has good misalignment performance. 
The air-gap distance d between the transmitter and receiver can also change in practical 
applications for different vehicles. For a passenger car, it is common to have 150 mm distance 
between the vehicle chassis and the gound. However, for a large size pickup truck or public 
transportation bus, the distance can increase to 250 mm or even 300 mm. The 
Maxwell-simulated capacitance CM1 at different air-gap distances is shown in Fig. 2-5. 
 
Fig. 2-5. Maxwell simulated coupling capacitance CM1 at different air-gap distances d 
Fig. 2-5 shows that the coupling capacitance CM1 decreases with increasing air-gap distances 
as well. When the air-gap is 300 mm, which doubles the original gap distance, CM1 decreases to 
24.4 pF, which is 66.5% of the 150 mm air-gap case. 
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2.3. LCLC Compensation Circuit 
2.3.1. Circuit Topology 
The circuit topology of a full-bridge inverter based double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT 
system is shown in Fig. 2-6. At the primary side, a dc voltage source Vin is used as the power 
input, and a full-bridge MOSFET inverter converts the dc voltage to a square-wave voltage to 
provide ac excitation to the resonant circuit. At the secondary side, a full-bridge uncontrolled 
diode rectifier is used to provide dc current to the load Vout, which can represent the batteries in 
an electric vehicle. Also, it needs to be pointed out that the rectifier voltage V2 is also a square 
wave due to the diode action. 
 
Fig. 2-6. Circuit topology of a double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system 
The horizontally-arranged capacitive coupler in Fig. 2-1 is used to realize a high-power and 
long-distance CPT system, in which the capacitors CM1 and CM2 are used to transfer power. At 
each side, an LCLC compensation circuit resonates with the capacitive coupler to boost the 
voltage across the plates and therefore achieve high power transfer. Capacitors C1 and C2 are 
connected in parallel with the capacitive coupler to increase the equivalent capacitances, which 
reduces the required switching frequency and resonant inductances L1 and L2. There are two 
parallel resonances, Lf1-Cf1 and Lf2-Cf2, at the input and output sides to convert the voltage 
sources V1 and V2 to current sources. The detailed working principle of the resonant circuit is 
presented in the following. 
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2.3.2. Circuit Working Principle 
Since Lf1-Cf1 and Lf2-Cf2 behave as low-pass filters, the square wave input and output 
voltages can be replaced by sinusoidal voltages to simplify the circuit analysis, and the 




















                               (2-3) 
The fundamental harmonics approximation (FHA) method is then used to analyze the circuit 
working principle as shown in Fig. 2-7. The power losses of the circuit components are also 
neglected to further simplify the analysis. 
 
(a) Simplified resonant circuit 
 
(b) Components excited by input source 
 
(c) Components excited by output source 
Fig. 2-7. Fundamental harmonics approximation of a double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system 
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Fig. 2-7(a) shows the simplified resonant circuit model, in which two sinusoidal voltages are 
applied at the input and output sides. Since there are two dependent voltage sources, the 
superposition theorem can be used to separate the circuit analysis into two analyses. 
Fig. 2-7(b) shows the circuit components excited only by the input voltage. There are two 
parallel resonances highlighted in the circuit. The inductor Lf2 and capacitor Cf2 form a parallel 
resonance. The equivalent capacitance of CM1 and CM2 is defined in (2-1) as CM. Capacitors C1, 
CM, and C2 work as an equivalent capacitance Cp1 for the primary side. The inductor L1 and 
capacitors Cf1 and Cp1 form the other resonance. The resonant frequency is defined as ω0. Then, 


















































                             (2-4) 
When the resonant conditions are satisfied, Lf2 and Cf2 behave as open circuit for L2, so there 
is no current flowing through L2. Also, L1, Cf1, and Cp1 behave as open circuit, and there is no 
current flowing through Lf1, which means the input current is independent of the input voltage. 
Fig. 2-7 (c) shows the circuit components excited only by the output voltage. There are also 
two parallel resonances. The inductor Lf1 and capacitor Cf1 form a parallel resonance. The 
capacitors C1, CM and C2 work as an equivalent capacitance Cp2 for the secondary side. Then, L2, 


















































                            (2-5) 
Similar to Fig. 2-7(b), there is no current flowing through L1 and Lf2, which means the output 
current is independent of the output voltage. It can be concluded that the double-sided 
LCLC-compensated CPT system behaves as a current source at both the input and output. 
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2.3.3. Output Power Calculation 
In Fig. 2-7(b), since there is no current flowing through Lf1, the voltage on Cf1 is equal to the 









VV                                     (2-6) 
Also, since there is no current flowing through L2, the voltage on Cf2 is equal to the voltage 
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In Fig. 2-7(c), there is no current flowing through Lf2, and the voltage on Cf2 is equal to the 
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It shows that the output current (-I2) is leading the input voltage V1 by 90°, and the input 
current is lagging the output voltage V2 by 90°. Since an uncontrolled diode rectifier is used at 
the secondary side, the output voltage V2 must be in phase with the output current (-I2). Therefore, 
the input voltage V1 is in phase with the input current I1. Unity power factor is therefore achieved 
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at the input side and the reactive power injected into the resonant circuit is limited, which helps 
to reduce power losses. 













                     (2-13) 
This shows that the input and output power are equal to each other, which is consistent with 
the previous assumption to neglect the power losses in the circuit components. This power 
equation is expressed by the capacitances and is similar to the power equation of double-sided 
LCC-compensation IPT system [18], in which inductances are used to calculate power. 
In the compensation circuit, capacitors C1 and C2 are usually designed to be much larger 











                          (2-14) 
This shows that the system power is approximately proportional to the coupling capacitance 
CM, and so CM should be maximized. 
In the LCLC-compensated CPT system, the mutual capacitance is defined to be the coupling 
capacitance CM of the capacitive coupler, the primary and secondary equivalent self-capacitances 
can be defined as Ceq1 and Ceq2, and the capacitive coupling coefficient is defined as kC. Also, the 
capacitance ratios between the compensation capacitances are defined as β1 and β2. Therefore, 
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                           (2-16) 
This shows that the system output power is inversely proportional to the product of the 
capacitance ratios β1 and β2, and so the system power can be set through design of the 
compensation capacitances even with very small value of CM. 
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2.3.4. CLLC Compensation Circuit 
In an LCLC-compensated CPT system, the inductors L1 and L2 are usually the largest circuit 
components in volume, especially when they have an air-core for high frequency applications. 
Inside the inductor, there are parasitic capacitances between the adjacent windings, which can 
change the impedances of the inductor at high frequencies. The parasitic capacitance can also 
cause self-resonance of the inductor at high frequency. Therefore, it is necessary to decrease the 
required inductances to reduce their size and shift the self-resonant frequency of the inductors far 
away from the switching frequency. 
The CLLC compensation [16] circuit can help to reduce the inductors L1 and L2, and its 
circuit topology is shown in Fig. 2-8. Compared to the LCLC compensation circuit, the positions 
of Lf1 and Cf1 are exchanged at the primary side, and the position of Lf2 and Cf2 are exchanged at 
the secondary side. The other components positions remain the same. 
 
Fig. 2-8. Circuit topology of a double-sided CLLC-compensated CPT system 
There are multiple resonances in the circuit and the FHA method and superposition theorem 
can also be used to analyze the circuit working principle. The analysis is similar to the LCLC 
compensation circuit in previous section; the only difference is the expressions of inductors L1 
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Compared to (2-4) and (2-5), the inductances L1 and L2 in the CLLC compensation circuit 
are smaller than those in the LCLC compensation circuit. Since the resonant relationships are not 
changed, further analysis of the system power shows that the power expressions of CLLC- and 
LCLC-compensated CPT systems are the same [16]. The circuit analysis shows that both the 
CLCL and LCLC compensation circuits are suitable to realize a high-power CPT system. In 
reference [16], a prototype is designed and implemented to validate the CLLC compensation, 
which shows that the prototype achieves 2.57 kW power transfer across an air-gap distance of 
150 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 89.3%. 
2.4. Example Double-Sided LCLC-Compensated CPT System 
2.4.1. Circuit Parameter Design 
In this section, an example of double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system is designed 
based on the horizontally-arranged capacitive coupler discussed in the previous section. Since 
the capacitive coupler structure is symmetric, the circuit parameters are also designed to be 
symmetric from the primary to secondary sides to simplify the parameter design process, 
resulting in C1=C2, Cf1=Cf2, L1=L2, and Lf1=Lf2.  
In this example, the system input power is set to be 2.6 kW, the input dc voltage Vin is 265V, 
the output dc voltage Vout is 280V, and the switching frequency fsw is set to be 1 MHz. It needs to 
be emphasized that, in practical applications, the input and output voltages and system power 
level can vary according to the requirements. Using the capacitance calculation equations in (2-1) 
and (2-2), the mutual coupling capacitance CM is 18.35 pF. According to the system power 
equation (2-13), the capacitances can be calculated. Then, with the help of resonance 
relationships in (2-4) and (2-5), the resonant inductances can be further calculated. There are 
multiple parameter combinations that can satisfy the equations. Since the capacitive coupling 
coefficient kC is an important specification to evaluate a CPT system [10], it is selected as the 
primary parameter that needs to be determined first. When kC varies between 0.10 and 0.20, the 
other compensation parameters are shown in Fig. 2-9. 
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Fig. 2-9. Parameters of LCLC compensation circuit at different kC 
Fig. 2-9 shows that the capacitances C1 and Cf1 decrease with increasing kC. Since the 
switching frequency is fixed at 1 MHz, smaller capacitances require larger compensation 
inductances to resonate with them. If capacitive coupling coefficient kC varies from 0.10 to 0.20, 
the inductance L1 increases from150 μH to 300 μH. Larger inductances means more turns are 
required to wind the inductor and the parasitic capacitance is therefore increased, which can 
reduce the self-resonant frequency of the inductor. In this design, kC is selected to be 0.15 and the 
circuit parameters are calculated and shown in Table II-2. 
Table II-2. System specifications and circuit parameters 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Vin 265 V Vout 280V 
fsw 1 MHz kC 0.15 
Lf1 (Lf2) 11.6 μH Cf1 (Cf2) 2.18 nF 
L1 231 μH C1 (C2) 100 pF 
L2 242 μH CM 18.35 pF 
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2.4.2. Circuit Simulation 
In Table II-2, the inductance L2 is about 5% larger than L1 in order to make the input current 
slightly lagging the input voltage and provide a soft-switching condition to the input MOSFETs. 
The other circuit parameters are symmetric as designed. Using the parameters in Table II-2, the 
circuit performance is simulated in LTspice. The power losses in circuit components are not 
considered to be consistent with the previous circuit analysis. The simulated input and output 
waveforms of the voltages and currents are shown in Fig. 2-10. 
 
Fig. 2-10. LTspice-simulated input and output waveforms of and LCLC-compensated CPT system 
Fig. 2-10 shows that, at the input side, the voltage V1 is almost in phase with the input 
current I1, and unity power factor is approximately achieved. At the output side, the voltage V2 is 
in phase with the output current (-I2). Therefore, the reactive power circulating in the circuit is 
reduced and the power losses are limited, so the system can achieve a relatively high efficiency. 
At the switching transient, the input cut-off current is about 3A to help the soft-switching of the 
input MOSFETs. The waveforms also show that there is distortion in the input and output 
currents, which are caused by the higher-order voltage harmonics. 
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2.5. Experimental Results of Double-Sided LCLC-Compensated CPT System 
2.5.1. Experimental Setup 
According to the designed capacitive coupler dimensions in Table II-1 and the circuit 
parameters in Table II-2, a prototype of double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system was 
constructed and shown in Fig. 2-11. 
 
Fig. 2-11. Prototype of a double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system 
Two pairs of 610 mm×610 mm aluminum plates with a thickness of 2 mm are used as the 
capacitive coupler, forming two coupling capacitances CM1 and CM2. The separation between the 
two pairs is 500 mm to reduce their coupling, and the air-gap distance is 150 mm. PVC tubes are 
used as the holders of plates. It is simple to adjust the position of the plates to test the 
misalignment performance. 
Since the switching frequency is 1 MHz and the resulting skin depth of copper is as small as 
65.2 μm, AWG 46 Litz-wire with a diameter of 40 μm is used to make the compensation 
inductors. The conduction losses in the inductors are therefore reduced. Meanwhile, all the 
inductors are wound on PVC tubes and so have an air core, and therefore magnetic losses are 
eliminated. In the setup, the inductors are placed far from one another to limit undesired 
magnetic couplings between them. The compensation capacitors C1, C2, Cf1 and Cf2 are made 
using high frequency film capacitors from KEMET to reduce the conduction losses. Multiple 
capacitors are connected in series and parallel to provide sufficient voltage and current ratings. 
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Since the switching frequency is 1 MHz, silicon carbide (SiC) MOSFETs (C2M0080120D 
from CREE) are used in the input inverter to provide high frequency switching ability. The gate 
driver voltage of the MOSFET is between 0V to +15V, which is the same as the conventional 
silicon devices. A digital micro-controller TMS320F28335 from Texas Instruments is used to 
generate the PWM control signal for the MOSFETs. In the digital controller, it is very convenient 
to adjust the frequency and dead-time for the full-bridge inverter. In this design, the dead-time is 
set to be 60ns. At the output side, SiC diodes IDW30G65C from Infineon are used in the rectifier 
to convert high-frequency ac current to dc form. An electronic dc load working in 
constant-voltage mode is used to emulate the batteries on an electric vehicle. 
2.5.2. Experimental Results 
A. Well-Aligned Case 
In the experiments, the well-aligned case is studied first. At nominal input and output 
voltages, the experimental results are shown in Fig. 2-12. 
  
(a) power (b) waveforms 
Fig. 2-12.Experimental results of the LCLC-compensated CPT system at well-aligned position 
Fig. 2-12(a) shows that, in the well-aligned case, the maximum system input power is 2.59 
kW and the output power is 2.35 kW. The system dc-dc efficiency from the dc source to the dc 
load is therefore 90.8%, including the losses in MOSFETs and diodes. 
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Fig. 2-12(b) shows the experimental waveforms of the voltages and current, which agree 
with the simulated waveforms in Fig. 2-10. At the switching transient, the input voltage changes 
smoothly with a small ripple, and the soft-switching of the MOSFETs is achieved. The switching 
losses in the devices can then be neglected. The input voltage V1 and current I1 are almost in 
phase, reducing the reactive power injected into the circuit. For the driver voltage, it needs to be 
emphasized that there is noise induced by the switching behavior of the MOSFETs. However, the 
amplitude does not exceed 3V, which is lower than the threshold voltage of the MOSFETs. 
Therefore, it is safe to use this voltage to drive the MOSFETs. 
The power loss distribution is also analyzed in the full-power and well-aligned case, and is 
shown in Fig. 2-13. The power losses in the compensation inductors, capacitors, and 
semiconductor devices are calculated using their resistances in datasheets and measurements [17]. 
The remaining losses are assumed to be in the coupling plates.  
 
Fig. 2-13. Power losses distributions among circuit components in full-power and well-aligned case 
Fig. 2-13 shows that the compensation capacitors C1, C2, Cf1, and Cf2 dissipate 43% of the 
total losses. Therefore, better film capacitors with lower dissipation factor need to be used in 
future designs to improve the efficiency. Also, the metal plates dissipate 17% of the total losses. 
Since the plates also behave as good heatsink, there is no apparent temperature rise on the plates. 
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B. Misalignment Case 
Since the misalignment between transmitter and receiver is very common in vehicle 
charging applications, the misalignment performance of the designed CPT system is also studied. 
When the receiver is moved in the x direction (as indicated in Fig. 2-1), the experimental output 
power and efficiencies are shown in Fig. 2-14. 
 
Fig. 2-14. Experimental results of LCLC-compensated CPT system at x misalignments 
In the experiment, three different x misalignment positions, 100 mm, 200 mm, and 300 mm, 
are tested, and are compared with the well-aligned case. At each position, the input and output 
voltages increase from zero to the nominal values with 10V as a step, and the output power and 
efficiency are measured at each voltage step, as shown in Fig. 2-14. This indicates that the 
system efficiency increases with the output power, likely because the power electronics 
converters are more efficient at higher power. 
Comparing different x misalignment cases, the system output power and efficiency decrease 
with increasing misalignment. When there is no misalignment, the maximum output power is 
2.35 kW and the corresponding dc-dc efficiency is 90.8%, which are also the experimental 
results in Fig. 2-12. When the misalignment increases to 300 mm (half of the plate length l1), the 
system output power decreases to 2.10 kW and the dc-dc efficiency does not change too much, 
which is about 90.7%. In an LCC-compensated IPT system with a 600 mm×800 mm inductive 
coupler [18], the system output power drops to 56% of the well-aligned value at 310 mm 
misalignment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the LCLC-compensation CPT system has 
better misalignment performance than the IPT system. 
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C. Air-Gap Variations 
The air-gap distance variation also needs to be studied. In these experiments, the receiver is 
moved in the z direction (as indicated in Fig. 2-1), and the experimental output power and 
efficiency at different air gaps are shown in Fig. 2-15. 
 
Fig. 2-15. Experimental results of LCLC-compensated CPT system at air-gap distance d variations 
In practical applications, the ground clearance of vehicle chassis can vary, depending on the 
size the loading condition of the vehicle. For some heavy duty pick-up truck, it can increase to 
300 mm. Therefore, including the original 150 mm air-gap, three other distances, 200 mm, 250 
mm, and 300 mm, are also tested in the experiments. At each air-gap distance, the input and 
output voltages increase with 10V as a step to the nominal values, and the output power and 
efficiency are measured at each step. It can be seen that, similar as Fig. 2-14, the system 
efficiency here also increases with the output power. 
When the air-gap distance increases, the mutual coupling capacitances between the 
transmitter and receiver decrease, which can cause reductions in system power and efficiency. 
Comparing different air-gap distance cases in Fig. 2-15, it validates that both the system output 
power and efficiency decrease with increasing air-gap. When the air-gap distance increase to 
200mm, the output power is 2.3 kW and the dc-dc efficiency is 90.8%. When the air-gap distance 
increases to 300 mm, the system output power drops to 1.6 kW with a dc-dc efficiency of 89.1%, 
which means the system can achieve 67% of the nominal power. Compared to the conventional 
IPT system [18], in which the system power drops by more than half with doubled air-gap 
distance, it can be conclude that the CPT system has good robustness to air-gap variations. 
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2.6. Discussion: Comparison between LC and LCLC Compensation 
The LC compensation network can also be used to realize a high-power and long-distance 
CPT system [10]. Then, the circuit topology of a double-side LC-compensated CPT system is 
shown in Fig. 2-16. 
 
(a) Full-circuit topology 
 
(b) Fundamental harmonics approximation 
Fig. 2-16. Circuit topology of a double-sided LC-compensated CPT system 
Compare to the LCLC compensation circuit, Fig. 2-16 shows that the LC circuit can reduce 
the number of compensation components to reduce the complexity of the system. It can also help 
to reduce the system size and cost. Using the fundamental harmonics approximation method in 
section 2.3.2, the full-circuit model in Fig. 2-16(a) can be simplified as Fig. 2-16(b), which is 
used to analyze the circuit working principle, including the resonance relationship and output 
power [10]. With these analyses, the circuit performance of an LC-compensated CPT system will 
be compared with that of an LCLC-compensated system from two aspects: output power and 
system efficiency. 
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A. Output Power Property 
Analysis of Fig. 2-16(b) shows that there are multiple resonances in the circuit, and it can 
work in either constant voltage or constant current mode [10]. Considering the battery charging 
application, the constant current mode is used in the comparison. Neglecting the power loss in 
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                           (2-19) 
In an LC-compensated CPT system, when the capacitive coupler has been designed, the 
mutual capacitance CM is determined. Then, the system power can be regulated through adjusting 
the external compensation capacitors C1 and C2. To achieve higher power means higher C1 and 
C2. However, according to (2-15), the coupling coefficient kC is then decreased. Further study 
shows that lower kC can reduce the system efficiency, as will be shown in the sequel. 
In an LCLC-compensated CPT system, there is more flexibility to design the circuit 
parameters. After CM is determined, the system power can be regulated through adjust the 
capacitance ratio β1 and β2, as defined in (2-15). To increase the system power, the capacitance 
C1 and C2 can stay unchanged, and β1 and β2 needs to be reduced, which means increasing the 
compensation capacitors Cf1 and Cf2. In this way, the coupling coefficient kC is not reduced, and 
the influence to system efficiency is minimized. 
It shows that the output power of an LC-compensated CPT system is inversely proportional 
to the mutual capacitance CM. While, the output power of an LCLC-compensated CPT system is 
proportional to CM. If there is misalignment in a CPT system, the LC compensation can lead to 
an increase of system power, which may exceed the voltage and current ratings of circuit 
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components, which might cause danger. It needs to be pointed out that, with decreasing CM, the 
output power first increase, and then decrease if CM is too small. In that case, the parasitic 
resistances of the circuit components will have significant influence to system performance, and 
it will be investigated in future research. 
B. System Efficiency 
In Fig. 2-16(a), the output side voltage source V2 can be represented by an equivalent load 
resistance RL to analyze its efficiency. Considering the power loss in components, the efficiency 



















                  (2-20) 
where, RL2, RC2, RC1, and RL1 are the parasitic resistances of the passive components, and IRL, 
IL2, IC2, IC1, and IL1 are the currents flowing through these components. The magnitude of current 
can be calculated using the fundamental harmonic approximation method in section 2.3.2. 











                         (2-21) 
where, Q is the quality factor of the primaryand secondary circuit. 
In Fig. 2-7(a), the output side voltage source V2 can also be represented by RL to analyze its 
efficiency. Similarly, considering the power loss in components, the efficiency of an 
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where, Q is the quality factor of the primaryand secondary circuit, and β is the capacitance 
ratio. Here, it is assumed that β=β1=β2. 
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According to (2-21) and (2-23), the maximum achievable efficiency of the LC- and 
LCLC-compensated CPT networks is shown in Fig. 2-17. 
 
(a) LC compensation 
 
(b) LCLC compensation 
Fig. 2-17. Theoretical Maximum achievable efficiency of LC- and LCLC-compensated CPT networks 
Fig. 2-17 shows that, in both LC- and LCLC-compensated networks, increasing the 
capacitive coupling coefficient kC and the quality factor Q contributes to increase the system 
efficiency. For example, in an LC-compensated CPT system, as long as the quality factor 
exceeds 200, the maximum efficiency can reach 90%. In an LCLC-compensated CPT system, 
the capacitance ratio β also relates to the efficiency. According to (2-16), smaller β helps to 
increase the system power, but the system efficiency is then reduced. 
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It is informative to compare the efficiencies of the LC- and LCLC-compensated CPT 
networks with the same capacitive coupler and the same power level. In the comparison, the 
coupling coefficients of the LC-compensated and LC-compensated networks are defined as kLC 
and kLCLC, respectively. According to the power equations in (14), the value of kLC must be set 
equal to the value of β in the LCLC system to achieve equal power. Therefore, based on (2-21) 
and (2-23), the optimum efficiency of the LC-compensated system is less than that of the 

















k                 (2-24) 
Based on (2-24), the efficiencies of the compensation networks are compared in Fig. 2-18. 
 
Fig. 2-18. Comparison of efficiencies of LC- and LCLC-compensation networks 
The area between the curves and the x-axis is the region where the LCLC-compensated 
system has higher efficiency, and the area between the curves and the y-axis is the region where 
the LC-compensated system has higher efficiency. 
Fig. 2-18 shows that the coupling coefficient dominates the comparison of efficiency 
between two different compensations, and influence of quality factor Q is relatively minor. When 
the two systems have the same coupling coefficient, the LC compensation can provide higher 
frequency because of fewer components. However, in a practical design, the LCLC 
compensation has the flexibility to adjust β to regulate system power, and the coupling 
coefficient can be maintained at relatively higher value. Therefore, the LCLC compensation can 
provide high efficiency than the LC compensation.  
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2.7. Conclusion 
In this chapter, a double-sided LCLC compensation circuit topology has been proposed to 
achieve high-power and long-distance capacitive power transfer. The circuit working principle is 
analyzed using fundamental harmonics approximation method and superposition theorem. The 
analytical expressions of the resonance relationships and system output power are provided. A 
prototype is constructed to validate the proposed LCLC compensation circuit. The experiment 
results show that the CPT system can achieve 2.4 kW power transfer through an air-gap distance 
of 150 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 90.8%. It also shows good misalignment performance and 
robustness to air-gap distance variations. 
The LCLC compensation circuit is also compared in detail with the LC compensation, and 
the LCLC compensation has two advantages. First, the output power of an LCLC-compensated 
system is proportional with the mutual coupling capacitance, which is more convenient to design 
circuit parameters. Second, the LCLC compensation provides the flexibility to design circuit 
parameters, which can realize relatively higher coupling coefficient. Therefore, the LCLC 
compensation can achieve a higher efficiency than the LC compensation. 
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IPT AND CPT COMBINED SYSTEM 
3.1. Introduction 
Inductive power transfer (IPT) [1] and capacitive power transfer (CPT) [2] technologies can 
both be used in electric vehicle charging applications, in which the IPT system utilizes magnetic 
fields and the CPT system adopts electric fields. 
The IPT technology has been well studied in previous research and is ready to be widely 
applied in practical systems [3]. Typically, an IPT system consists of a pair of loosely-coupled 
planar coils as a power transmitter and a receiver. In vehicle charging applications, the air-gap 
distance is large, usually resulting in an inductive coupling coefficient lower than 0.30. Therefore, 
compensation circuits are required to resonate with the coils and provide high voltages and 
currents to transfer high power. With different compensation topologies, such as series-series (SS) 
[4], [5] and LCC circuits [6], [7], the IPT system can achieve a dc-dc efficiency of 96% at 
several kW output power. In the market place, there are currently commercial products available 
for electric vehicle manufacturers. 
Compared to IPT technology, the CPT counterpart has not been well studied and exploited. 
Usually, metal plates are used to make the capacitive coupler [8], forming capacitors for power 
flow. In vehicle charging applications with a large air-gap distance, the coupling capacitances are 
extremely small, which introduces difficulties to realizing high-power transfer. To overcome the 
limitations, an LCLC compensation circuit [9] was first attempted to realize a high-power and 
long-distance CPT system. However, the efficiency of the proposed CPT system is only 90.8%, 
which is lower than the efficiency of existing IPT systems [10]. This is because the small 
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coupling capacitance in a CPT system usually means a small capacitive coupling coefficient, 
which reduces the system efficiency [11], [12]. 
Considering the compensation circuits of IPT and CPT systems, it is interesting to combine 
the IPT and CPT systems together to achieve inductive and capacitive power transfer 
simultaneously [13]. The coils in an IPT system can work as compensation inductors for a CPT 
system, and the plates in a CPT system can work as compensation capacitors for an IPT system. 
Since there are two couplers in a single system, the output power is therefore increased. With the 
help of IPT technology, the application of CPT technology can be promoted. 
In this chapter, an inductive and capacitive combined system is designed for electric vehicle 
charging applications. Two coils without magnetic materials are used as an inductive coupler, 
and four vertical-arranged metal plates are used a capacitive coupler. Circuit models of the 
couplers are provided to analyze the circuit working principle, in which the two couplers 
resonate with each other. Considering the LCC circuit in an IPT system and the LCLC circuit in 
a CPT system, an LC compensation circuit is proposed in the IPT and CPT combined system, in 
which the compensation parameters provides the flexibility to regulate the system power. 
A prototype of an IPT and CPT combined system is implemented to verify the proposed 
design. The power flows of the inductive and capacitive couplers are balanced that the capacitive 
coupler contributes about one third of the total power. In experiments, the combined system 
realizes 2.84 kW power transfer with an efficiency of 94.5% across an air-gap distance of 
150mm, and it also shows good misalignment performance. 
3.2. Inductive and Capacitive Coupler Design 
3.2.1 Inductive Coupler Design 
A. Coil Structure 
The switching frequency fsw needs to be specified at the beginning of the inductive coupler 
design. In reference [14], magnetic materials are used in an LCC-compensated IPT system, and 
the switching frequency is 96 kHz. In reference [15], magnetic materials are eliminated to 
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mitigate the magnetic losses, and the switching frequency is 1 MHz. Although there are 
high-frequency magnetic materials that operate up to the MHz level, their magnetic losses are 
usually not acceptable in high-power applications. Considering the coupling capacitance in a 
long-distance CPT system is in the tens of pF range, the switching frequency of our CPT system 
is chosen to be 1 MHz [9]. Since the IPT and CPT systems are combined together into a single 
system, they will share the same switching frequency. 
The structure and dimensions of an inductive coupler are shown in Fig. 3-1. It only contains 
two coils. Magnetic materials and aluminum shielding plates are not considered in this design in 
order to achieve high frequency operation. 
 
(a) 3-D view 
 
(b) Front view 
Fig. 3-1. Structure and dimensions of an inductive coupler 
Fig. 3-1(a) shows the 3D view of an inductive coupler, where the coil shape is designed to 
be square to simplify the design process. Fig. 3-1(b) shows the front view of the coils, where d1 
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is the outer length of the coil, d2 is the inner length, w is the coil width, and d is the air-gap 
distance. The air-gap d is set to be 150mm for vehicle charging application. The coil width ratio 
is further defined as rw=w/d1. The coil thickness has little effect on the inductive coupling 
coefficient and is defined by the Litz-wire diameter. In this design, considering the available 
Litz-wire, the coil thickness is set to be 3.2 mm. 
B. Coil dimensions Design 
As shown in Fig. 3-1, the coil structure is symmetric from the primary to the secondary. As a 
result, there are only two independent parameters to be determined in this design: the outer 
length d1, and the coil width ratio rw. The circuit model of coils is similar to a conventional 
transformer, including the self-inductance Ls and the inductive coupling coefficient k. Maxwell is 
used to simulate these two parameters for different dimensions. When the outer length d1 and the 
coil width ratio rw vary, the simulated k and Ls are shown in Fig. 3-2 (a) and (b), respectively. 
 
(a) Inductive coupling coefficient k 
 
(b) Self-inductance Ls 
Fig. 3-2. Maxwell-simulated equivalent parameters of an inductive coupler at different dimensions 
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Fig. 3-2(a) shows that the inductive coupling coefficient k is mainly determined by the outer 
length d1. The width ratio rw only has slight influence on k. Fig. 3-2(b) shows that the 
self-inductance Ls increases with increasing d1 and rw. In a practical inductive coupler, Litz-wires 
is used to wind the coils, and there is parasitic capacitance between adjacent turns. Larger 
inductance means more turns are used and the corresponding parasitic capacitance is also larger. 
The self-resonant frequency of the coils can then be close to the switching frequency, causing 
undesired inductance variation. Therefore, in this design, the self-inductance of the coil should 
be limited. The inductive coupler is expected to resonate with the capacitive coupler, and the 
finalization of their dimensions should be considered together. 
3.2.2 Capacitive Coupler Design 
A. Coupler Structure 
Four pieces of metal plates are used to form coupling capacitors and generate electric fields 
to transfer power. The structure and dimensions of the capacitive coupler are shown in Fig. 3-3. 
Different than the previous horizontal plates in Chapter II, the four plates are vertically arranged 
to save space [16]. Since the plate structure is more compact, all the capacitive couplings 
between plates should be considered in the coupler. The four plates are separated by the air gap 
into two pairs. At each side, the two plates have different sizes to maintain the coupling between 
the primary and secondary. The larger plates are placed at the outer side, and the smaller plates 
are placed at the inner side. The air gap distance is therefore between the two inner plates. 
Fig. 3-3(a) shows the 3D view of the vertically arranged capacitive coupler. The plates P1 
and P2 are on the primary side to form the transmitter, and the plates P3 and P4 are on the 
secondary side to form the receiver. Fig. 3-3(b) shows the front view of the capacitive coupler, 
where l1 is the length of the outer plate, l2 is the length of the inner plate, dc is the distance 
between the inner and output plate, and d is the air-gap distance. Each plate is designed to be 
square and the plates are symmetric from the primary to secondary side to simplify the 
dimension design. The air-gap distance is the same with the inductive coupler, which is 150 mm. 
The thickness of the plates is 2 mm. 
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(a) 3-D view 
 
(b) Front view 
Fig. 3-3. Structure and dimensions of a vertically arranged capacitive coupler 
B. Circuit Model 
There exists coupling capacitance between every two plates in the coupler, resulting in six 
mutual capacitances C12, C13, C14, C23, C24, and C34, as shown in Fig. 3-4(a). Because of the 
fringing effect of electric fields, the cross-coupling capacitances C14 and C23 are significant and 
should not be neglected, especially in misalignment cases. However, the capacitances C14 and 
C23 increase the complexity of the circuit model and induce difficulties when analyzing the 
behavior of the capacitive coupler. Therefore, it is helpful to further simplify the original 
six-capacitance model to a four-capacitance equivalent model, as shown in Fig. 3-4(b). The 
simplified four-capacitance model can be directly used in the circuit analysis of a CPT system. 
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(a) Six-capacitance model (b) Four-capacitance model 
Fig. 3-4. Circuit model of a vertically arranged capacitive coupler 
It is necessary to derive the relationship between parameters in the six- and four-capacitance 
models. When the coupler is connected in a circuit, capacitances CM1 and CM2 are in series. Their 










                                   (3-1) 
In Fig. 3-4(a), the input and output voltages of the coupler are defined as V12 and V34, and 
the input and output currents are defined as IP1 and IP2. If the capacitive coupler is considered as 




























































         (3-2) 
In Fig.3-4(b), with the same input and output voltages and currents, the input-output 
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The six- and four-capacitance models are equivalent to each other. Therefore, comparing 
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C. Dimension Design 
In the capacitive coupler, since the primary and secondary sides are symmetric, there are 
three parameters that need to be designed: outer plate length l1, inner plate length l2, and same 
side plate distance dc. Also, the capacitances satisfy C12=C34, C14=C23, and C1=C2, even in 
misaligned cases. Due to the space limitations, l1 is set to be 610 mm (24 in) in this design. The 
plate ratio is defined as rp, which is expressed as rp=l2/l1. When dc and rp vary, Maxwell is used 
to determine the capacitance through simulation. The equivalent capacitances CM and C1 are 
shown in Fig. 3-5(a) and 3-5(b), respectively. 
 
(a) Capacitance CM 
 
(b) Capacitance C1 
Fig. 3-5. Maxwell-simulated equivalent capacitances of a capacitive coupler at different dimensions 
Fig. 3-5(a) shows that the capacitance CM is mainly determined by the plate ratio rp, and the 
plate distance dc has little effect on CM. Fig. 3-5(b) shows that the capacitance C1 increases with 
increasing dc and rp. The capacitance CM is maximized when the plate ratio rp is in the range of 
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[0.75, 0.85]. In this design, rp is selected to be 0.75 to reduce the size of the plate and hence the 
usage of aluminum material. Then, the plate distance dc is the only parameter that needs to be 
determined. It will be considered together with the dimensions of the inductive coupler, so that 
the appropriate resonance between them can be achieved. 
3.3. LC-Compensated IPT and CPT Combined System 
3.3.1 Circuit Topology 
Using the designed inductive and capacitive coupler, the circuit topology of a double-sided 
LC-compensated IPT and CPT combined system is shown in Fig. 3-6, which is derived from an 
LCC-compensated IPT system and an LCLC-compensated CPT system. The two inductors L1 
and L2 are inductively coupled and generate magnetic fields to transfer power. The mutual 
inductance between them is defined as M12, expressed by the self-inductances L1, L2, and 
inductive coupling coefficient k as follows: 
2112 LLkM                                    (3-5) 
The two pairs of metal plates are capacitively coupled and generate electric fields to transfer 
power. The four-capacitance equivalent circuit model will be used in circuit analysis. 
Considering the LCLC-compensation in chapter II, at each side, an inductor and a capacitor are 
connected with the couplers to provide a resonance, forming the LC compensation circuit. 
 
Fig. 3-6. Circuit topology of a double-sided LC-compensated IPT and CPT combined system 
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Similar to previous CPT systems, a full-bridge inverter is used at the front end to provide an 
ac excitation voltage V1, and a full-bridge diode rectifier is used at the output side to provide dc 
current to the battery load. 
It is important to pay attention to the coupling polarity of the inductors L1 and L2. The 
connection in Fig. 3-6 will result in both the inductive and capacitive couplings contributing to 
increase the system output power. If the coupling polarity of inductors is reversed, the inductive 
and capacitive power transfer will have opposite contributions, and the system output power 
could be significantly reduced. When the capacitive coupler is represented by a four-capacitor 
circuit model, the equivalent circuit topology of the combined system is shown in Fig. 3-7, which 
is used to analyze the circuit’s working principle. 
 
Fig. 3-7. Equivalent circuit of a double-sided LC-compensated IPT and CPT combined system 
3.3.2 Circuit Working Principle 
In Fig. 3-7, the input inverter generates a square wave voltage excitation V1 at the input side, 
and the diode rectifier also causes a square wave voltage V2 at the output side. The LC 
compensation circuits Lf1-Cf1 and Lf2-Cf2 behave as low-pass filters, and so the higher-order 
harmonics components in V1 and V2 can be neglected. Therefore, the fundamental harmonics 
approximation (FHA) method and the superposition theorem can be used to analyze the circuit 
working principle, as shown in Fig. 3-8. 
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(a) Simplified resonant circuit 
 
(b) Components excited by input source 
 
(c) Components excited by output source 
Fig. 3-8. Fundamental harmonics approximation of an LC-compensated IPT and CPT combined system 
Fig. 3-8(a) shows the simplified resonant circuit topology of Fig. 3-7. The input and output 
voltages are replaced by two sinusoidal sources. The power losses in circuit components are 
neglected to simplify the analysis process. 
Fig. 3-8(b) shows the components excited only by the input source V1. The parameters are 
designed to achieve two parallel resonances, as highlighted in the circuit. One resonance includes 
Lf2 and Cf2, and the other resonance consists of L1, Cf1, C1, CM1, CM2, and C2. If the switching 
frequency is equal to the resonant frequency (ωs=ω0) and the relationships between parameters 
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are the same with equation (2-4) in Chapter II of an LCLC-compensated CPT system, due to 
their similarity. Also, since the impedance of a parallel resonance is infinite, there is no current 
flowing through L2 and Lf1. Therefore, the input current is independent of the input voltage 
In Fig. 3-8(b), although there is no current flowing in L2, there is voltage across it due to the 
inductive coupling with L1. This voltage can help to increase the output current I2. Meanwhile, 
the capacitive coupling can induce a voltage on C2 that also contributes to the output current. The 
polarities of VL2 and VC2 must be considered to maximize the output power. This is the main 
difference between an IPT-CPT combined system with a pure IPT or CPT system. 
Fig. 3-8(c) shows the components excited only by the output voltage V2. The parameters are 
designed to achieve two parallel resonances as highlighted. One resonance includes Lf1 and Cf1, 
and the other resonance contains L2, Cf2, C2, CM1, CM2, and C1. The parameters also satisfy 
equation (2-5) at the frequency ω0. Because of the infinite impedances of parallel resonances, 
there is no current in L1 and Lf2, and so the output current does not depend on the output voltage 
at the resonant frequency. Therefore, the designed resonant circuit behaves as a current source 
for both the input and output. 
In Fig. 3-8(c), the inductive coupling induces a voltage on L1, and the capacitive coupling 
generates a voltage on C1. The voltages VL1 and VC1 both contribute to the input current I1, and so 
realizes inductive and capacitive power transfer simultaneously. 
3.3.3 System Power Calculation 
In Fig. 3-8(b), the voltage on Cf1 is the input voltage, which means VCf1=V1. The current on 
L1 is therefore expressed as, 
1101 VCjI fL                                   (3-6) 
Considering the mutual inductance M12 in (3-5), the induced voltage on L2 is expressed as, 
1112
2
011202 VCMIMjV fLL                              (3-7) 













                          (3-8) 
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          (3-10) 
In Fig. 3-8(c), the voltage on Cf2 is equal to V2, which means VCf2=V2. Then, the current in L2 
is expressed as, 
2202 VCjI fL                                    (3-11) 
The voltage on L1 induced by the inductive coupling is therefore expressed as, 
2212
2
021201 VCMIMjV fLL                             (3-12) 
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              (3-14) 

















             (3-15) 
Considering the parallel resonances of Lf1-Cf1 and Lf2-Cf2 in the circuit, the input and output 




















































                 (3-16) 
Since an uncontrolled diode rectifier is used at the output side, the output current (-I2) must 
be in phase with the output voltage V2 when the output current is continuous. According to the 
phase angle in (3-16), it can be determined that the input voltage V1 is also in phase with the 
input current I1, which means unity power factor is achieved at the input side. The system power 























            (3-17) 
This shows that the input and output power are equal to each other, which is consistent with 
the previous assumption of neglecting component losses. The output power of the IPT-CPT 
combined system is therefore equal to the sum of output powers in an LCC-compensated IPT 
system and an LCLC-compensated CPT system. The inductive power PIPT and capacitive power 
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3.4. Design Example of an LC-Compensated IPT and CPT Combined System 
3.4.1 Power Ratio of IPT and CPT Systems 
This combined system utilizes both inductive and capacitive couplings to transfer power. In 
a practical design, it is important to determine the power ratio between the two couplings, which 
is the percentage of their contributions. In the coupler structure design, since the inductive and 
capacitive couplers have similar physical size, they can be designed to transfer comparable 
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                (3-23) 
In a CPT system, it is typical that Cf1>>C1, C1>>CM, Cf2>>C2, and C2>>CM. Therefore, the 








r                                  (3-24) 
This shows that the power ratio of inductive and capacitive power is approximately the ratio 
of the inductive and capacitive coupling coefficients k and kC. In the previous inductive coupler 
dimensions design, Fig. 3-2 shows that the inductive coupling coefficient k varies between 0.12 
and 0.23. In the capacitive coupler dimension design, Fig. 3-5 shows that the varying range of 
capacitive coupling coefficient is about from 0.04 to 0.10. Therefore, using the designed couplers, 
the IPT system contributes more to the output power than the CPT system. In the system 
parameter design, the capacitive power should be significant compared to the inductive power.. 
3.4.2. System Parameters Design 
The dimensions of the inductive and capacitive couplers need to be determined first. In the 
inductive coupler, the coil outer length d1 is selected to be 300 mm for this design, and the 
corresponding inductive coupling coefficient k is about 0.130. In the capacitive coupler, the 
mutual capacitance CM is about 5.0 pF, and the varying of plate distance dc can change the 
capacitance C1 and the corresponding kC. 
As an example, the system input power is designed to be 3.0 kW, the switching frequency is 
1 MHz, the input dc voltage is 310V, and the output dc voltage is 320V. Since the structures of 
inductive and capacitive couplers are symmetric from the primary to secondary sides, the circuit 
parameters are also designed to be symmetric to simplify design, which means Lf1=Lf2 and 
Cf1=Cf2. According to the power equation (3-17) and the power ratio in (3-23), the relationship 
between the capacitance C1 and the power ratio is shown in Fig. 3-9(a). Meanwhile, according to 
the resonance expressions of (2-4) and (2-5) in chapter II, the corresponding self-inductance L1 
of the coupling coil is shown in Fig. 3-9(b). 
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(a) IPT and CPT power contribution 
 
(b) Inductance L1 
Fig. 3-9. Relationship of circuit parameters in an IPT and CPT combined system 
In Fig. 3-9(a), the total power of the IPT and CPT systems is fixed at 3.0 kW. When the 
capacitance C1 varies, the power distribution between the two systems also changes. The 
calculation shows that the contribution of the CPT system decreases with increasing C1. Fig. 
3-9(b) shows that the self-inductance L1 also decreases with an increasing C1.  
In this design, the same-side plate distance dc is selected to be 25 mm. Fig. 3-5(b) shows that 
the capacitance C1 is 96.1 pF and the capacitive coupling coefficient kC is 0.052. Then, Fig. 3-9(a) 
indicates that the IPT system provides 72% (2160 W) of the total power and the CPT system 
provide the remaining 28% (840 W), resulting in a power ratio rI-C of 2.57. In Fig. 3-9(b), the 
self-inductance L1 is calculated to be 264.1 μH. From Fig. 3-2, the coil width ratio rw=0.35, the 
coil width is 105mm, and the inner coil length d2 is 90 mm. The resulting system design 
specifications and circuit parameters are shown in Table III-1. Most of the parameters are 
symmetric, except that the inductor L1 is about 7% smaller than L2 to provide soft-switching 
conditions to the MOSFETs of the input inverter. 
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Table III-1. System parameters of a 3.0kW IPT and CPT combined system 
Parameter Design Value Parameter Design Value 
Vin 310 V Vout 320 V 
PIPT 2160W (72%) PCPT 840W (28%) 
d1 300 mm l1 610 mm 
d2 90 mm l2 457 mm 
D 150 mm dc 25 mm 
W 105 mm fsw 1 MHz 
rw 0.35 rp 0.75 
K 0.130 kc 0.052 
Lf1(Lf2) 14.2 μH CM 5.0 pF 
L1 256.2 μH Cf1 (Cf2) 1.78 nF 
L2 264.1 μH C1 (C2) 96.1 pF 
3.4.3. System Simulation 
With the dimensions in Table III-1, FEA analysis of the inductive and capacitive couplers is 
conducted at different misalignment conditions. The normalized values of mutual capacitance CM 
and inductive coupling coefficient k at different misalignments are shown in Fig. 3-10. 
 
Fig. 3-10. Maxwell-simulated normalized CM and k at different misalignments 
In the capacitive coupler, Maxwell simulation shows that the variations of the large 
capacitances C1 and C2 are within 3% of their well-aligned values, when there is 300 mm 
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misalignment. Then, only the variation of the relatively small mutual capacitance CM needs to be 
considered. Fig. 3-10 shows that CM reduces to 62.1% of the well-aligned value with 200 mm 
misalignment, and 38.5% of the well-aligned value with 300 mm misalignment. 
In the inductive coupler, the variations of the large self-inductance L1 and L2 are within 2% 
of their well-aligned values, when there is 300 mm misalignment. Only the inductive coupling 
coefficient k needs to be considered. Fig. 3-10 shows that k reduces to 25.2% of the well-aligned 
value with 200mm misalignment, and almost zero with 300 mm misalignment, which shows that 
the capacitive coupler has better misalignment performance than the inductive coupler. 
Using the circuit parameters in Table III-1, the circuit performance is simulated by LTspice. 
The input and output waveforms of the voltages and currents are shown in Fig. 3-11. 
 
Fig. 3-11. LTspice-simulated waveforms of an LC-compensated IPT and CPT combined system 
Fig. 3-11 shows that the voltages and currents are almost in phase with each other at both the 
input and output sides, which is consistent with the circuit analysis. Also, the cut-off current of 
the switching transient is about 3A, resulting in soft-switching behaviors. 
3.5. Experimental Results 
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3.5.1. Experimental setup 
Using the parameters in Table III-1, a prototype of an LC-compensated IPT and CPT 
combined system is constructed as shown in Fig. 3-12. There are two couplers in the system, an 
inductive coupler and a capacitive coupler. 
 
Fig. 3-12. Experimental prototype of an IPT and CPT combined system 
The inductive coupler consists of two coils made by 3000 strands of AWG 46 Litz-wire to 
eliminate skin effect losses. The compensation inductors Lf1 and Lf2 are also made from the same 
Litz-wire. The inductors are wound on PVC tubes and there is no magnetic material used in 
either the inductive coupler or the inductors, in order to mitigate the magnetic losses. 
The capacitive coupler contains four vertically arranged aluminum plates. Ceramic spacers 
are used between the adjacent plates as insulation. The plates are directly connected to the coils, 
and the polarity of connection follows Fig. 3-6. For simplicity, the connection is at the edge of 
the plates. High frequency film capacitors are used in the setup for the compensation capacitors. 
In the prototype, the distance between the inductive and capacitive coupler is 300 mm in 
order to reduce the influence between them. If the two couplers are placed close to each other, it 
can induce some drawbacks. First, the short distance can induce capacitive couplings between 
the plates and coils, and the equivalent capacitances in the capacitive coupler are changed by the 
proximity of coils. As a result, the resonance in the circuit is disturbed. Second, the magnetic 
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fields of the coils can generate eddy current losses in the metal plates, which can reduce the coil 
inductance and the system efficiency. However, significant distance between the two couplers 
can decrease the power density of the combined system. In future research, the two couplers can 
be integrated as a single coupler to increase the system power density [17]. 
Since the switching frequency is as high as 1 MHz, SiC carbide MOSFETs (C2M0080120D) 
and diodes (IDW30G65C5) are used in the inverter and rectifier to provide high-frequency 
switching capability. 
3.5.2. Well-Aligned Experiment 
Experiments are conducted with the designed prototype. The input dc source voltage is 310V, 
and the electronic dc load is tuned to a constant 320V in order to emulate a battery pack. The 
experimental power and waveforms of the well-aligned case are shown in Fig. 3-13. 
  
(a) power (b) waveforms 
Fig. 3-13. Experimental results of an IPT and CPT combined system at well-aligned position 
At well-aligned and the nominal input and output voltage condition, Fig. 3-13(a) shows that 
the system input power is 3.0 kW, output power reaches 2.84 kW, the total power loss is 166.7 W, 
and the dc-dc efficiency is 94.45%. 
Fig. 3-13(b) shows the input and output waveforms of the voltages and currents. It shows 
that the input voltage and current are almost in phase. The current I1 is slightly lagging the 
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voltage V1 to enable soft-switching of the MOSFETs. At the switching transient, V1 smoothly 
increases or decreases with a small spike, which corresponds to some switching losses. Since the 
spike voltage is within 50V, the induced switching losses are acceptable in this system. 
3.5.2. Misalignment Experiment 
 
(a) IPT+CPT system 
 
(b) Only IPT system 
 
(c) Only CPT system 
Fig. 3-14. Output power and efficiency of an IPT and CPT combined system 
Fig. 3-14(a) shows the relationship between the output power and efficiency of an IPT-CPT 
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combined system. In experiments, the input and output voltages are increased by 10V as a step to 
their nominal values, and both the resulting power and efficiency are measured at each step. It 
shows that the efficiency increases with the output power. In the well-aligned case, the output 
power reaches 2.84 kW with an efficiency of 94.45%, as shown in Fig. 3-13(a). When there is 
misalignment between the transmitter and receiver, the output power and efficiency both 
decrease. When both the inductive and capacitive couplers have 200mm misalignment, the 
output power drops to 1.35 kW with a dc-dc efficiency of 91.5%. 
Fig. 3-14(b) shows the output power and efficiency of the IPT system. In this case, the two 
pairs of plates are separated to eliminate their capacitive coupling. In this way, there is no 
capacitive power transferred in this system, and only the coils are used to transfer power. When 
the coils are well-aligned, the maximum output power is 1.95 kW with a dc-dc efficiency of 
94.89%. When there is 200mm misalignment between coils, the output power drops to 0.75 kW 
with a dc-dc efficiency of 91.68%. 
Fig. 3-14(c) shows the output power and efficiency of the CPT system. In this case, the two 
coils are separated to eliminate the inductive coupling. In this way, there is no inductive power 
transferred in this system, and only the metal plates are used to transfer power. When the plates 
are well-aligned, the maximum output power is 0.86 kW with a dc-dc efficiency of 93.04%. 
When the plates have 200mm misalignment, the output power drops to 0.69 kW with a dc-dc 
efficiency of 91.18%. 
The output power in Fig. 3-14(a) is the sum of the power in Fig. 3-14(b) and (c), which 
shows that both the inductive and capacitive coupler contribute to transfer power in a combined 
system. It also shows that the capacitive coupler has better misalignment performance than the 
inductive coupler. When the misalignment increases to 200mm, the capacitive coupler can 
maintain 80.2% of the well-aligned power, and the inductive coupler can only realize 38.5% of 
its well-aligned power. Therefore, the introduction of a capacitive coupler into an IPT system can 
improve its misalignment performance. 
3.5.3. Comparison of Modeled and Experimental Results 
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The experimental performance of the IPT and CPT combined system is compared to the 
modeled and simulated system in section 3.4. The comparisons include the waveforms of input 
voltage and current, the misalignment performance, and the power distribution between the IPT 
and CPT parts in the system. 
 
Fig. 3-15. Comparison of waveforms in simulated and experimental results 
Fig. 3-15 shows the comparison of the input voltage and current waveforms between the 
simulated and experimental results. All the waveforms agree well with each other from the 
aspects of magnitude and phase angle. 
The dashed blue curve is the input voltage in simulation, which is a perfect square-wave 
voltage source to accelerate calculation speed. The solid red curve is the experimental input 
voltage, which has a spike at the switching transient. This is because there is voltage stress on the 
MOSFETs at the turn-on transient, which can induce some switching losses. However, the 
magnitude of the pulse is lower than 50 V, so the induced power loss can be neglected. The 
dashed green curve is the simulated input current, and the solid pink curve is the experimental 
input current. Compared to the experimental voltage waveform, the experimental current has no 
noise. It shows that the simulated and experimental current waveforms match well. Their phase 
angles are almost the same, and the cut-off currents at switching transient are also the same. 
When there is misalignment, Cs and k decrease as shown in Fig. 3-10. The FEA analysis 
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shows that the variations of L1,2 and C1,2 can be neglected. Therefore, the power equation (3-18) 
and the parameters in Table III-1 are used to calculate the system power at different 
misalignment conditions. The comparisons of the calculation and experiment results of the 
system total power and power ratio are shown in Fig. 3-16. 
 
(a) Output power of IPT and CPT combined system 
 
(b) Power ratio between IPT and CPT system 
Fig. 3-16. Comparison of experimental and calculated power 
Fig. 3-16 (a) shows that the calculated and experimental results of the system total power are 
close at different misalignment conditions. The maximum power difference is within 250 W. 
When the misalignment is small, the calculation is larger than the experiment result. This is 
because the calculation does not consider the power losses in the circuit components. When the 
misalignment increases, the calculation decreases to be lower than the experiment result. This is 
because the calculation is based on fundamental harmonics approximation (FHA), and all the 
high-order harmonics currents are neglected. However, with the increase of misalignment, the 
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high-order currents are becoming relatively larger when compared to the fundamental current, so 
the experiment result is larger than the calculation. It also needs to be emphasized that the 
difference of power between the calculated and experiment results also increase with 
misalignment. For example, Fig. 3-10 shows that, at 20 cm misalignment, the IPT power drops to 
25.2%, and the CPT power drops to 62.1%. However, Fig. 3-16 shows that, in experiments, the 
IPT power drops to 38.5%, and the CPT power drops to 80.2%. This difference also comes from 
the approximation of FHA approach. However, the absolute value of the power difference is still 
in an acceptable range. In future research, the calculation expressions will be modified to 
consider all the high-order components. 
Fig. 3-16 (b) shows the calculated and experimental power ratios between the IPT and CPT 
system. The maximum ratio difference is within 0.30. When the misalignment increases, both the 
inductive and capacitive power decreases. The power ratio is also decreasing, which means the 
capacitive power becomes comparable to the inductive power. 
3.6. Conclusion 
This chapter has proposed to combine IPT and CPT systems together into a single WPT 
system. The inductive and capacitive couplers also work as compensation components that 
resonate with each other to realize power transfer. An LC compensation circuit is also proposed, 
and the circuit working principle of the IPT and CPT combined system is presented, which 
shows a similarity with LCC-compensated IPT system and LCLC-compensated CPT system. 
A prototype has been designed and implemented as an example to verify the proposed 
IPT-CPT combined system. The IPT system contributes 72% of the total power, and the CPT 
system is responsible for the remaining 28%. In experiments, the combined system achieves 2.84 
kW output power through an air-gap distance of 150 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 94.45%. The 
experimental results are also compared with the simulations, which show good agreements 
between each other and validate our design. The experimental results also prove that the CPT 
coupler has better misalignment performance than the IPT coupler. Therefore, the combined 
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system has the advantage of improved misalignment performance over an IPT system. In future 
work, the inductive and capacitive coupler will be integrated together to further improve the 
system power density. 
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DYNAMIC CAPACITIVE POWER TRANSFER 
4.1. Introduction 
Most of current wireless power transfer systems focus on stationary charging scenarios [1]. 
An electric vehicle should be parked over a charging pad, and the vehicle side receiver should be 
well-aligned with the transmitter to maximize the system power and efficiency. If there is a large 
misalignment between the receiver and transmitter, the system power and efficiency are usually 
significantly affected. 
The concept of dynamic charging is proposed to overcome the limitations of stationary 
charging [2]. When the vehicle is moving on the roadway, it can be continuously powered. In this 
way, the driving range of an electric vehicle can be extended, and smaller amounts of batteries 
are required on the vehicle side [3]. The cost and weight of the vehicle is significantly reduced, 
and the overall transportation efficiency is improved. It has been proven that the driving range of 
an electric vehicle can be extended by at least 80% when 20% of the roads possess dynamic 
charging systems [4]. Therefore, dynamic charging technology is promising and can help to 
promote the use of electric vehicles. 
Current dynamic charging systems can be classified according to the length of the 
transmitters; i.e., either long-track transmitters [5]-[7] or short-individual transmitters [8]. The 
system structure of dynamic charging systems is shown in Fig. 4-1. The primary side 
components, consisting of the power supply, power electronics, compensation circuits, and 
transmitters, are embedded on the ground side. The secondary side components, including the 
rectifier, compensation circuits, and a receiver, are installed on the vehicle side to pick up power 
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when the vehicle is moving. In a dynamic charging system, the transmitter and receiver can be 
either inductively or capacitively coupled, resulting in an IPT [9] or CPT [10] dynamic system. 
 
(a) Long-track transmitter 
 
(b) Short-individual transmitter 
Fig. 4-1. Structure of dynamic charging system with different transmitter lengths 
The long-track transmitter is usually between tens to hundreds of meters long, which is 
much longer than the vehicle length [11]-[14]. A single transmitter can support multiple receivers 
simultaneously. It has a minimal number of circuit components and can reduce power pulsations 
due to vehicle movement. A dynamic IPT system is commercially available now, the so-called 
on-line electric vehicle (OLEV) for buses and trains, and its maximum charging power can reach 
hundreds of kW [15]-[17]. 
The short-individual transmitter has a smaller size, and multiple transmitters are arranged in 
a line to replace the previous long track [18], [19]. Each transmitter has its own compensation 
network, and it is easier to adjust the total length of the powered roadway. Also, the transmitters 
can be excited according to receiver position to save power [20]. 
When the long-track transmitter is applied in an IPT system, the advantage is its simplicity 
and less compensation components. However, the inner resistance of the coil is relatively large 
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and there is a large current circulating in the coil [21]. Therefore, the system efficiency is 
relatively poor. The magnetic field emission from a long transmitter is another important concern 
[22], [23]. The short-individual transmitter can help improve efficiency, but the system requires 
much more components and there can be significant power reduction in the position between two 
transmitters [20]. 
In this chapter, CPT technology is used to realize a long-track dynamic charging system, 
which can reduce the received power pulsations and overcome the low-efficiency property of a 
long-track IPT system [10]. In a CPT system, the voltages on the plates establish electric fields to 
transfer power, and so the circulating current can be reduced or even eliminated. As a result, the 
dynamic CPT system efficiency can be improved. 
4.2. Dynamic Capacitive Coupler Design 
4.2.1 Coupler Structure 
The structure and dimensions of a dynamic capacitive coupler is shown in Fig. 4-2.  
 
(a) 3-D view 
 
(b) Front view 
Fig. 4-2. Structure and dimensions of a capacitive coupler for dynamic charging 
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Fig. 4-2(a) shows the 3D view of a dynamic capacitive coupler. The primary plates P1 and P2 
form a long track as a power transmitter, and the secondary plates P3 and P4 can move freely 
along the track while receiving continuous power. The total length of each track plate is defined 
as l1, and its width is defined as w1. The receiver length is defined as l2, and its width is defined 
as w2. The separation distance between primary plates is defined as d1, and the separation 
distance between secondary plates is d2. The x-y-z direction is also indicated in Fig. 4-2(a) to 
show the relative position between transmitter and receiver plates. 
Fig. 4-2(b) shows the front view of the capacitive coupler, which indicates an air-gap 
distance d between the transmitter and receiver. The receiver can move along the y-direction over 
the track, and its relative position with respect to the transmitter is defined as y. The position 
where the left edge of the receiver is well-aligned with the left edge of the transmitter is defined 
as the zero position. 
This coupler is used to validate a dynamic CPT system, and its power and size are 
downscaled for easy demonstration. Considering the aluminum sheets available in the lab, the 
length l1 of transmitter track is set to be 1200 mm, and its width w1 is set to be 300 mm. The 
receiver is designed to be square with l2 and w2 both at 300 mm. In this design, the transmitter is 
much longer than the receiver to allow a significant distance for the receiver to move. The 
thickness of the plates has little effect on capacitive coupling, which is set to be 2 mm. The 
air-gap d is 50 mm in this demonstration, and can be increased to 150 mm in future high-power 
systems. To summarize, the descriptions and values of the designed coupler dimensions are 
provided in Table IV-1. 
Table IV-1. Dimensions of a capacitive coupler for dynamic power transfer 
Parameter Description Value Parameter Description Value 
l1 transmitter length 1200mm l2 receiver length 300mm 
w1 transmitter width 300mm w2 receiver width 300mm 
d1 transmitter distance 100mm d2 receiver distance 100mm 
y receiver position varies d air-gap distance 50mm 
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4.2.2 Circuit Model 
In this coupler, since the same-side plates are close together, the capacitive couplings P1-P2 
and P3-P4 cannot be neglected. Due to the possible misalignment between the transmitter and 
receiver plates in practical applications, the cross couplings P1-P4 and P2-P3 should also be 
considered. Therefore, there are six significant capacitive coupling capacitances in this dynamic 
coupler, which is similar to the six-capacitance model of Fig. 3-4(a) in Chapter III. Different 
from the four-capacitance equivalent model in Fig. 3-4(b), a more general model is proposed to 
simplify the six-capacitance model, as shown in Fig. 4-3. 
 
Fig. 4-3. Behavior source model of the capacitive coupler 
In Fig. 4-3, two voltage-controlled current sources are used to represent the capacitive 
couplings between the primary and secondary side. This is known as a behavior source model. It 
is similar to the circuit model of a conventional transformer. Then, the primary and secondary 
capacitance is defined as Cin1 and Cin2, and the mutual capacitance is defined as CM. The input 
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4.2.3 Maxwell Simulation 
Finite element analysis (FEA) by Maxwell is used to simulate the coupling capacitances in 
the designed dynamic capacitive coupler. It can directly provide the six coupling capacitances 
between every two plates, which can be used to calculate the equivalent capacitances using (4-2). 
The dimensions of the capacitive coupler have been provided in Table IV-1. 
When the receiver is well-aligned with the transmitter and located at the middle position of 
the long track, its relative position is y=450mm. The resulting Maxwell-simulated coupling 
capacitances are provided in Table IV-2. The equivalent capacitances Cin1, Cin2, and CM in Fig. 
4-3 are also calculated. The Maxwell simulation result shows that the cross-coupling 
capacitances C14 and C23 are much smaller than C13 and C24, which means C13 and C24 dominate 
the mutual capacitance CM as expressed in (1). The self-capacitances (Cin1 and Cin2) are relatively 
small, so external capacitances will be required to be connected in parallel with the plates to 
increase the total equivalent capacitances. 
Table IV-2. Maxwell-simulated capacitances at the middle position when y=450mm 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 
P1  C12=11.07 pF C13=24.42 pF C14=0.99 pF 
P2 C12=16.49pF  C23=0.99 pF C24=24.42 pF 
P3 C13=24.42 pF C23=0.99 pF  C34=1.11 pF 
P4 C14=0.99 pF C24=24.42 pF C34=1.11 pF  
 Cin1=23.80 pF, Cin2=13.84 pF, CM=11.73 pF 
The coupling capacitances between plates are then simulated, as the receiver moves along 
the transmitter track, and the equivalent capacitances Cin1, Cin2, and CM are calculated as shown 
in Fig. 4-4. The varying range of the position y is [-200 mm, 1200 mm], in which negative 
position means the receiver extends beyond of the left edge of the transmitter. Also, considering 
the lengths of transmitter and receiver plates, a position y larger than 900 mm means that the 




(a) Mutual capacitance CM 
 
(b) Self-capacitance Cin1 and Cin2 
Fig. 4-4. Maxwell-simulated equivalent capacitances at different receiver position y 
When the position y is in the range of [-300 mm, 0 mm], the receiver starts to move towards 
the transmitter and the capacitances are increasing. When the position y is in the range of [0 mm, 
900 mm], the receiver overlaps the transmitter and the capacitances are essentially constant. 
When the position y is in the range of [900 mm, 1200 mm], the receiver moves away from the 
transmitter, and the capacitances are decreasing. Since the transmitter plates are larger than the 
receiver plates, Cin1 is larger than Cin2. 
In practical applications, there is unavoidable misalignment between the transmitter and 
receiver when the receiver is moving. The relationship between the equivalent capacitances and x 
direction misalignment is shown in Fig. 4-5. The misalignment performance is symmetric from 
left to right. At 200 mm x misalignment, the mutual capacitance CM decreases from 11.8 pF to 
5.1 pF, Cin1 decreases from 23.8 pF to 21.0 pF, and Cin2 decreases from 13.8 pF to 11.5 pF. 




(a) Mutual capacitance CM 
 
(b) Self-capacitance Cin1 and Cin2 
Fig. 4-5. Maxwell-simulated equivalent capacitances at different x misalignment 
4.3 An Example of LCLC-Compensated Dynamic CPT System 
4.3.1 Circuit Topology 
A double-sided LCLC compensation circuit [24] is used to realize a dynamic CPT system 
with the designed capacitive coupler. The circuit topology is shown in Fig. 4-6. 
 
Fig. 4-6. Circuit topology of a double-sided LCLC-compensated dynamic CPT system 
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Two external capacitors, Cex1 and Cex2, are connected in parallel with the plates to increase 
the equivalent self-capacitances and reduce the required resonant inductances. Using the 
behavior source model to substitute the capacitive coupler, the equivalent circuit of the dynamic 
CPT system is shown in Fig. 4-7. 
 
Fig. 4-7. Equivalent circuit of a double-sided LCLC-compensated dynamic CPT system 
The internal and external capacitances can be considered together, resulting in equivalent 
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According to Chapter II, when the switching frequency is ω0, the resonance relationship 
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4.3.2 Circuit Parameters Design 
Using the long-track capacitive coupler and double-sided LCLC compensation circuit, a 
150W dynamic CPT system is designed. The system specifications and circuit parameters are 
shown in Table IV-3. 
Table IV-3. System specifications and circuit parameter values 
Parameter Design Value Parameter Design Value 
Vin 60 V Vout 60 V 
Lf1 3.76 μH Lf2 3.76 μH 
Cf1 2.99 nF Cf2 2.99 nF 
Cin1 23.80 pF Cin2 13.84 pF 
Cex1 100 pF Cex2 120 pF 
L1 87.1 μH L2 87.4 μH 
CM 11.73 pF kC 9.11% 
In this low power system, the input and output dc voltages are set to 60V, and the switching 
frequency is set to 1.5 MHz. All other parameters are calculated based on the resonant 
relationship in (4-5) and the power equation (4-6). For simplicity, the primary and secondary 
parameters are symmetric. Since the internal capacitance Cin1 is larger than Cin2, the external 
capacitance Cex1 is smaller than Cex2. Considering the capacitors available in the lab, Cex1 is set to 
be 100 pF, and Cex2 is set to be 120 pF. 
4.3.3 Circuit Simulation 
After the circuit parameters are determined, LTspice is further used to simulate the circuit 
performance of the dynamic CPT system. The input and output waveforms are shown in Fig. 4-8. 
The power losses in circuit components are neglected to simplify the simulation process. 
The waveforms of this dynamic CPT system are similar to the LCLC-compensated 
stationary CPT system in Chapter II. Since an uncontrolled diode rectifier is used at the 
secondary side, the output voltage V2 is in phase with the output current (-I2). The simulation also 
shows that the input voltage V1 is also in phase with the input current I1, which limits the reactive 
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power circulating in the circuit and improves the system efficiency. Also, V2 is leading V1 by 90°. 
At the switching transient, the input current magnitude is about 1.0 A, which can help the 
soft-switching of MOSFETs in the input inverter. 
 
Fig. 4-8. LTspice-simulated input and output waveforms of a dynamic CPT system 
4.4 Experimental Results 
4.4.1. Experimental Setup 
A prototype of the dynamic CPT system was implemented, according to the coupler 
dimensions in Table IV-1 and circuit parameters in Table IV-3, as shown in Fig. 4-9. Aluminum 
plates were used to build the capacitive coupler. The transmitter plates are much longer than the 
receiver plates, and the receiver can move along the transmitter track to test the dynamic power 
transfer capability. The transmitter plates are fixed on wooden boards, and the receiver plates are 
mounted on plastic. The usage of wood and plastic is minimized in order to reduce their 
influence on the coupling capacitances. Plastic tubes are used to adjust the air-gap distance 
between the transmitter and receiver plates. In this setup, the distance is set to be 50 mm. 
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Fig. 4-9. Prototype of a double-sided LCLC-compensated dynamic CPT system 
Since the switching frequency is 1.5 MHz, 2175-strand AWG 46 Litz-wire is used to wind 
the resonant inductors to mitigate the skin effect losses. The inductors have an air-core to 
mitigate the magnetic losses. The inductors are arranged far from each other to reduce the 
magnetic coupling between them. High-frequency film capacitors from KEMET are used to 
build all the compensation capacitances. The same SiC inverter as in Chapter II and III is used to 
provide high-frequency ac excitation. Also, the same rectifier is used at the output side to supply 
power to an electronic load. 
4.4.2. Stationary Experiments 
When the receiver is located at y=450 mm position and well-aligned with the transmitter 
plates, the experimental results, including waveforms and power, are shown in Fig. 4-10(a) and 
(b), respectively. When the input and output voltages increase to 60V, the system input power 
reaches 181.1 W, and the output power is 154.7 W, resulting in a dc-dc efficiency of 85.4% and a 
power loss of 26.4 W. The experimental waveforms in Fig. 4-10(b) are similar to the simulation 
results in Fig. 4-8. The input current I1 is slightly lagging V1 to maintain the soft-switching of 
MOSFETs in the input inverter. The output voltage V2 is 90° leading the input voltage V1, which 
is consistent with the simulation waveforms. There is noise on the input and output current 
waveforms. In future setups, if better probes are used, it is expected that the measured noise can 
be significantly reduced. 
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(a) power (b) waveforms 
Fig. 4-10. Experimental results of the dynamic CPT system at well-aligned position when y=450mm 
The experimental results in Fig. 4-10(a) show that the dc-dc efficiency of this dynamic CPT 
system is relatively lower than the efficiency of a conventional CPT or IPT system. The power 
loss breakdown [25] among the circuit components is estimated and shown in Fig. 4-11. 
 
Fig. 4-11. Estimated power loss distribution in the dynamic CPT system 
The parasitic resistances of the MOSFETs, compensation inductors and capacitors can be 
estimated from their datasheets and measurements. The forward voltage o the diodes in the 
rectifier can also be obtained from the datasheet. Using the simulated currents flowing through 
the components, their power loss is therefore estimated. Since the soft-switching of MOSFETs is 
realized, the switching loss can be neglected. The experimental total loss is 26.4 W in Fig. 
4-10(b), and so it is assumed that the remaining power losses is in the plates. In this low-power 
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system, it is seen that the diodes in the rectifier dissipate most of the power loss, which is 27% of 
the total loss. The compensation inductors and capacitors also dissipate significant power. In 
future designs, when the system power further increases, the relative power loss dissipated by the 
diodes will be reduced, and so the system efficiency will be improved. Also, the power loss in 
the inductors can be reduced by using more strands of Litz-wire, and the power loss in the 
capacitors can be reduced by using better capacitors with lower dissipation factor. In this way, 
the system efficiency is expected to reach at least 90%. 
The system dc-dc efficiency was also measured at different voltages and power levels, as 
shown in Fig. 4-12. This indicates that the system efficiency increases with output power, and it 
saturates when the output power is high. After the output power reaches 70W, the system 
efficiency maintains higher than 84%. According to reference [26], the system efficiency is 
determined by the coupling coefficient kC and the quality factor of circuit components. In this 
system, the coupling coefficient kC is only 9.11%, and so the system efficiency is relatively low. 
In future designs, both the coupling coefficeint kC and the quality factor will be improved to 
obtain higher system efficiency. 
 
Fig. 4-12. Experimental dc-dc efficiency at different output power 
4.4.3. Dynamic Experiments 
The system power was measured at different receiver positions in the y-direction, and 
compared with the simulation result, as shown in Fig. 4-13. Maxwell was used to simulation the 




Fig. 4-13. Experimental and simulated output power at different position y 
Fig. 4-13 shows that the experimental output power is consistent with the simulated power. 
When the receiver is entering the transmitter (y=[-300mm, 0mm]), the received power keeps 
increasing. As long as the receiver overlaps the transmitter track (y=[0mm, 900mm]), the 
received power is almost constant, and the power variation along the track is within ±4.0% of the 
nominal power. When the receiver is leaving the transmitter (y=[900mm, 1200mm]), the 
received power starts to decrease. Therefore, the experimental results show that the proposed 
dynamic CPT system can effectively reduce output power pulsations while moving. 
The x-direction (as indicated in Fig. 4-2) misalignment performance of the dynamic CPT 
system is also studied, as shown in Fig. 4-14. The experimental results are also compared with 
the simulation results acquired from Maxwell and LTspice. 
 
Fig. 4-14. Experimental and simulated output power at different x misalignment 
Fig. 4-14 shows that the system power reduces with misalignment. When the x misalignment 
increases to 200 mm, the output power decreases to 72.3W, which is about 46.7% of the 
well-aligned value. The experimental power is consistent with the simulated result, except that 
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the experimental result is slightly larger. The difference is likely caused by high-order harmonic 
currents in the experimental system, which are neglected in the simulation. In this dynamic CPT 
system, the width of the transmitter and receiver plates is only 300 mm, and the misalignment is 
as large as 200 mm. Therefore, the experimental results show that this system has good 
misalignment performance. 
4.4.4. Discussion: Challenges in Dynamic CPT System 
In practical applications, there are three major challenges in a long-track dynamic CPT 
system. First, the self-inductance of the transmitter plate affects the power transfer process at 
different positions. Second, electric field emissions to the surrounding environment can cause 
safety issues, and so should be reduced. Third, at very high frequencies, the radiated loss from 
the transmitter plate to free space can be significantly increased, which affects the system 
efficiency and safety. 
It is possible to have a transmitter length up to several tens of meters in highway and railway 
applications [14]-[17]. Then, the connection position of the primary compensation circuit affects 
the current flow path on the transmitter plate. Since the transmitter plate is very long, it is better 
to connect the compensation circuit in the middle of the plate to shorten the current path. Also, in 
a dynamic system, there could be multiple receivers moving along the transmitter track. Two 
typical positions of the receiver are used to illustrate the influence of transmitter plate inductance 
as shown in Fig. 4-15. 
 
Fig. 4-15. A long-track CPT system with multiple receivers at different positions 
In Fig. 4-15, receiver #1 is placed in the middle of the transmitter plate, just on top of the 
connection of compensation circuit. Receiver #2 is placed at the edge of the transmitter plate, 
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and so the current needs to travel half of the plate length to arrive the receiver. Since the 
transmitter plate can be tens of meters long, some preliminary Maxwell simulations show that it 
can induce tens of μH self-inductance, which can affect the resonance in the circuit and reduce 
the transferred power. When the switching frequency increases, for example 6.78 MHz frequency, 
the required resonant inductance is reduced, and so the influence of the plate self-inductance can 
be much more significant. Cutting the long track into pieces and connecting them with cables of 
twisted-pair can mitigate the self-inductance, but it still need further investigation to evaluate 
how much it can help. Therefore, it is meaningful to study the self-inductance of the transmitter 
plate, either reducing its effect or making full use of this inductance in the circuit. 
Electric field emissions of the long track transmitter are another critical concern. For 
example, the Maxwell-simulated electric field emissions of the designed dynamic CPT system in 
this chapter are shown in Fig. 4-16. 
 
Fig. 4-16. Maxwell-simulated electric field emission of the designed dynamic CPT system 
It can be seen that the electric fields concentrate in the air-gap between the transmitter and 
receiver plates. However, there are also large amount of electric fields external to the air-gap, 
which is a safety issue. 
The field emission problem also exists in dynamic CPT systems, where the magnetic field 
emissions can be reduced by coil structure design [22] and active field cancellation [27]. 
Considering these two methods, a six-plate capacitive coupler structure is proposed to reduce 
electric field emissions in a CPT system [28]. Active electric field cancellation [29] is another 
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option to solve the field emission problem. In future research, both the coupler structure 
optimization and active field cancellation method will be studied for practical applications. 
According to the resonance relationship in (4-5), increasing fsw helps to reduce the size of the 
passive components, especially the inductors. Also, (4-6) shows that increasing fsw contributes to 
transferring more power. Therefore, fsw should be higher to improve the system performance. 
With the development of modern wide-band-gap semiconductor material, the switching 
frequency of a high-power device is expected to reach as high as 100 MHz. 
When the switching frequency fsw increases, the wavelength λ of the generated 
electromagnetic waves is reduced. According to the relationship c=λ·fsw, where c is the light 
speed, the quarter wavelength λ/4 of the electromagnetic wave is shown in Fig. 4-17. 
 
Fig. 4-17. Relationship between switching frequency fsw and quarter wavelength λ/4 
Fig. 4-17 shows that when the switching frequency is 1 MHz， λ/4=75 m. When the 
switching frequency is 100 MHz, λ/4=0.75 m. However, if the transmitter plate length is close or 
large than λ/4, it will act as an antenna to radiate a significant amount of the system power to 
space. Therefore, the power transfer efficiency can be significantly reduced, and the radiated 
high power electromagnetic fields can cause severe safety issues. 
The self-inductance, electric field emission, and antenna effect of the transmitter plates are 
three important aspects that limit the application of dynamic CPT technology. In future research, 
they are very good areas for further investigation. 
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4.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, a long-track transmitter plate structure is used to realize a dynamic CPT 
system. It helps to reduce the power pulsation of the received power while moving, and can be 
applied in highway or railway applications. A low power dynamic CPT system is designed and 
implemented using double-sided LCLC compensation to validate the proposed idea. 
The transmitter plate length is 1200 mm, and the receiver plate length is 300mm. The 
experimental results show that the prototype achieves 154.7W power transfer across an air-gap 
distance of 50mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 85.4%. When the receiver moves along the 
transmitter track, the received power pulsation is within ±4.0% of the nominal power. Moreover, 
the system has good misalignment performance, and can maintain about half of the well-aligned 
power when the misalignment is 200 mm. 
In further discussion, three major challenges in the application of dynamic CPT technology 
are proposed: the self-inductance, electric field emissions, and radiation effects of the long-track 
transmitter plate. In future research, these three aspects will be studied to improve the practical 
application of dynamic CPT technology. 
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SAFETY ISSUE AND FOREIGN OBJECT IMPACT 
5.1. Introduction 
Safety is an important concern in wireless power transfer technology. It exists in both IPT 
and CPT systems, and is becoming a major constraint in the practical applications [1], [2]. 
Although it has been proven that a large amount of power can be efficiently transferred through a 
considerable distance, the process must be safe enough to be used in real life. 
In a CPT system, there are four major safety concerns: voltage stress, electric field emissions, 
foreign object influence on the CPT system, and CPT system influence on a foreign object. 
These four aspects should be studied and resolved before CPT technology can be used in the 
electric vehicle charging application. 
First, a CPT system usually has high voltage stresses between the metal plates [3], [4]. The 
CPT technology typically uses high-frequency electric fields to transfer power, and the fields 
must be strong enough to realize sufficient power transfer. Therefore, the voltage stresses 
between the metal plates are significantly increased. The high voltages can cause potential 
electric shock which is dangerous. Also, the voltages might exceed the breakdown limit of the 
dielectric material and cause arcing. Therefore, it is important to investigate the voltage stresses 
and provide reliable insulations. 
Second, there are electric field emissions around a CPT system [5]. The electric fields in a 
CPT system are not constrained between the transmitter and receiver plates. There are also 
leakage electric fields emitted to the surrounding environment due to the fringing effect. 
Especially in high power and large air-gap applications, the electric field emissions are much 
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more severe. There are several international regulations considering human safety that limit 
electric field strength along a wide frequency range, such as the ICNIRP 2010 [6] and. IEEE 
C95.1 [7]. Since ICNIRP 2010 is more conservative, IEEE C95.1 is used more often. Although 
electric field emissions are unavoidable, the safe region surrounding the CPT system should be 
provided as the guideline for users. 
Third, foreign objects, including metallic and dielectric materials, can influence the 
operation of a CPT system. In practical applications, the foreign object can change the coupling 
capacitances between the plates and affect the resonances of the circuit. The transferred power 
can therefore be affected. The voltages and currents on the circuit components can be 
dramatically increased, and might exceed the rating of the components. Therefore, the influence 
of foreign objects needs to be studied. 
Fourth, the electric field in a CPT system could induce power loss in a foreign object, which 
could cause high temperatures and a potential fire hazard. Furthermore, the electric field can 
induce a voltage on a metallic foreign object, which can be a shock hazard. Therefore, it is 
meaningful to study foreign objects in a CPT system. 
5.2. Voltage Stresses between Metal Plates 
5.2.1. General Mathematical Model of CPT System Power 
A CPT system usually contains four metal plates as a capacitive coupler. They can be 
horizontally arranged as in Fig. 2-1 or vertically arranged as in Fig. 3-3, and there are six 
coupling capacitances between every two plates. The capacitive coupler works as a two-port 
network connecting the transmitter and receiver sides. The fundamental working principle of a 
CPT system is to generate a high voltage on the transmitter plate P1 and P2 which can induce 
high voltage on the receiver plates P3 and P4. To realize high voltages, compensation circuits are 
usually required to establish resonances at both sides. The behavior source model in Fig. 4-3 is a 
good example to represent the capacitive coupler and illustrate the power transfer process, 
resulting in a general circuit topology of a CPT system as shown in Fig. 5-1. 
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Fig. 5-1. A general circuit topology of a CPT system with behavior source model 
In Fig. 5-1, the link between the two behavior sources IM1 and IM2 represent the capacitive 
couplings between the primary and secondary sides, in which IM1 is used to transfer power and 
IM2 is used to receive power. The apparent power SM1 absorbed by the primary current source IM1 
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The real and imaginary part of SM1 is defined as PM1 and QM1, respectively. The voltage VC1 
is chosen as the reference phasor, and the phase difference of VC2 is defined as θ, resulting in 
)sin(cos22  jVV CC                               (5-2) 
Then, the apparent power SM1 is further expressed as, 
 cossin 2121111  CCMCCMMMM VVCjVVCjQPS         (5-3) 
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Similarly, the real and imaginary part of SM2 is defined as PM2 and QM2, respectively. Then, 
the apparent power SM2 is further expressed as, 
 cossin 2121222  CCMCCMMMM VVCjVVCjQPS         (5-6) 
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Comparing (5-1) and (5-5), the magnitude of apparent power can be expressed as, 
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|SM|=|SM2|=|SM1|. Comparing (5-4) and (5-7), it can be seen that the active power absorbed by IM1 
is equal to the active power provided by IM2, which is consistent with energy conservation. Then, 
the active power is further defined as PM=PM1=PM2. It also needs to be emphasized that the 
reactive power QM1 absorbed by IM1 is not equal to the reactive power provided by QM2, but they 
are opposite to each other. Then, the reactive power is further defined as QM=QM1=-QM2. To 
summarize, the apparent power SM can be illustrated in Fig. 5-2, where the x axis is the reactive 
power and y axis is the active power. 
 
Fig. 5-2. The apparent power SM transferred to the secondary side 
Fig. 5-2 shows that when θ is in the range of (0°, 180°), PM1>0, which means active power is 
transferred from the primary to secondary side. When θ is in the range of (-180°, 0°), PM1<0 and 
the power transfer direction is reversed. In a CPT system design process, the active power PM is 
usually fixed to satisfy the power requirement. Then, the reactive power QM is expressed as, 
cot MM PQ                                      (5-8) 
The relationship between QM and PM is shown in Fig. 5-3. 
 
Fig. 5-3. The relationship between reactive power QM and active power PM 
Fig. 5-3 shows that the reactive power QM depends upon the phase angle θ between VC1 and 
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VC2. For example, when θ=90°, QM=0, which means there is no reactive power transferred to the 
secondary side. When θ=45°, QM=PM, which means the transferred reactive power is equal to the 
active power. When θ approaches 0°, the reactive power QM is dramatically increased to be much 
larger than the active power PM. 
According to (5-4), when the active power PM is fixed, increasing sin(θ) can help to reduce 
the voltages |VC1| and |VC2|. Therefore, in a practical design, θ is usually designed to be close to 
90°. In this way, the reactive power circulating in the circuit is reduced to almost zero, and the 
corresponding conduction loss is also minimized. It needs to be clarified that the phase angle θ 
can be adjusted through compensation circuit design. 
5.2.2. General Mathematical Model of Plate Voltages 
In Fig. 5-1, voltages VC1 and VC2 are determined by the compensation circuits and the input 
and output voltages V1 and V2. To further calculate the voltages between the other plates, the 
six-capacitance model should be used as shown in Fig. 5-4. 
 
Fig. 5-4. A general circuit topology of a CPT system with six-capacitor model 
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    (5-10) 
In a capacitive coupler, the most important capacitive couplings are P1-P3 and P2-P4, which 
are between the transmitter and receiver and defined as the main couplings. The voltages 
between these plates produce significant emissions, which means the voltage magnitude |V13| and 
|V24| need to be minimized. According to the power equation (5-4) and the voltage magnitude in 
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V                   (5-14) 
In a capacitive coupler, according to the structure in Fig. 2-1 and Fig. 3-3, the cross 
couplings P1-P4 and P2-P3 are usually small, which means C14<<C13, C14<<C24, C23<<C13, and 









VV                                (5-15) 
Then, |V13| and |V24| can both reach their minimum values simultaneously. To summarize, the 
six voltages in a capacitive coupler are expressed in Table V-1. 
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If the capacitive coupler is symmetric, C13=C24. The voltages between plates are then further 
simplified as shown in Table V-2. 





































A 3.0 kW CPT system is used as an example to illustrate the voltage stresses as shown in Fig. 
5-5, where switching frequency is set to be 1 MHz. 
 
(a) Voltage |VC1| 
 
(b) Voltage |V14| 
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(c)  Voltage |V13| 
Fig. 5-5. Calculated voltage stresses between metal plates when PM=3.0 kW and fsw=1MHz 
Fig. 5-5 shows that and the voltages are in the kV level in this 3.0 kW CPT system. 
Therefore, it is important to provide reliable insulation on the plates to avoid electric shock. It 
also shows that increasing CM is effective for reducing all the three voltages |VC1|, |V14| and |V13|. 
Increasing sin(θ) can help to reduce |VC1| and |V14|, but it increases |V13|. 
5.2.3. Plate Voltages in an LCLC-Compensated CPT System 
Using the behavior source model of the capacitive coupler, the circuit topology of a 
double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system is shown in Fig. 5-6. 
 
Fig. 5-6. Circuit topology of an LCLC-compensated CPT system with behavior source model 
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Mf                     (5-17) 
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If the parameters in the circuit are designed to be symmetric, which means |V1|=|V2|, Cf1=Cf2, 
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The phase difference θ between VC1 and VC2 is then calculated as, 
 Ckarctan290 
                               (5-19) 
According to (5-19), the phase difference θ and sin(θ) are illustrated in Fig. 5-7. 
 
(a) Phase different θ 
 
(b)  Values of sin(θ) 
Fig. 5-7. Phase different θ and sin(θ) at different kC in LCLC-Compensated CPT system 
In a practical CPT system, the capacitive coupling coefficient kC is usually in the range of (0, 
0.30). Fig. 5-7(a) shows that θ is in the range of (56.6°, 90°) and Fig. 5-7(b) shows that the 
corresponding sin(θ) is very close to 1.0 and in the range of (0.84, 1.0), which means the LCLC 
compensation circuit can achieve a relative high value of sin(θ). 
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Therefore, considering the sin(θ) term in the power equations in (5-4), it can be concluded 
that the LCLC compensation circuit can help maximize the active power PM transferred to the 
secondary side, and it can also reduce the reactive power QM circulating in the circuit. The 
system efficiency can be improved. Moreover, considering the sin(θ) term in the voltage 
expressions in Table V-2, it can be further concluded that the LCLC compensation circuit can 
also help to reduce the voltages |VC1| and |V14|. 
The double-sided LCLC-compensated CPT system designed in Chapter II is used as an 
example to calculate the voltage stresses between plates. According to the circuit parameters in 
Table II-2, the capacitive coupler achieves CM=18.4 pF and kC=0.15. Then, the relationships in 
Fig. 5-7 show that θ=73° and sin(θ)=0.956. Based on the expressions in Table V-2, the calculated 
voltages between plates are shown in Fig. 5-8. 
 
Fig. 5-8. Calculated voltages in an LCLC-compensated CPT system when CM=18.4 pF and kC=0.15 
When the system power is 3.0 kW, the calculated voltages between plates are |VC1|=|VC2|=5.2 
kV, |V14|=|V23|=4.2 kV, and |V13|=|V24|=3.1 kV. Considering the dimensions of the capacitive 
coupler in Fig. 2-1, the distance between the same-side plates is 500 mm, and the voltage 
difference is 5.2 kV. The air-gap distance between the transmitter and receiver plates is 150 mm, 
and the voltage difference is 3.1 kV. Since the breakdown voltage of dry air is about 3.0 kV/mm 
[8] and its variation with respect to different humidity conditions is within ±25% [9], there is no 
concern of arcing between plates in this coupler. In the compensation circuit, there are capacitors 
connected with the plates, and their voltages are also in the kV level, which means multiple 
capacitors should be connected in series to increase the equivalent voltage rating. 
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5.3. Electric Field Emissions 
5.3.1. Electric Fields Emission of Horizontal Plates 
The high voltages between the plates are used to establish electric fields to transfer power. 
The previous analysis shows that the voltage stresses are increased to the kV level to achieve 
kW-level power transfer. Higher power requires higher voltages. However, the electric fields are 
not confined between metal plates in long-distance applications. There are leakage electric field 
emissions to the surrounding area. 
When 3.0 kW power is transferred using the horizontal capacitive coupler in Chapter II, The 
voltage between the plates are |VC1|=|VC2|=5.2 kV, |V14|=|V23|=4.2 kV, and |V13|=|V24|=3.1 kV. With 
these voltages, Maxwell is used to simulate the electric fields around the capacitive coupler. The 
electric field distributions in the xy, yz, and xz planes are shown in Fig. 5-9. 
 
(a) xy plane 
 
(b) yz plane 
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(c)  xz plane 
Fig. 5-9. Electric field emission of a horizontal capacitive coupler 
According to IEEE C95.1 standard [7], the electric field strength should be limited below 
614V/m for human safety. The simulation in Fig. 5-9 shows that the electric field strength 
increases rapidly when approaching the capacitive coupler. The safe range is 400 mm away from 
the side, and 700 mm away from the top and bottom of the coupler. The maximum field strength 
between the plates can reach 24kV/m. 
The direction of the electric field vector (E vector) in the yz plane is used to show how the 
electric field emissions are generated in the capacitive coupler. The electric field vector 
distribution around the coupler is shown in Fig. 5-10. 
 
Fig. 5-10. Electric field vector distribution in a horizontal capacitive coupler when PM=3.0 kW 
The shape of the E vector indicates a dipole structure, in which P1-P3 act as one pole and 
P2-P4 act as the other pole. The E vector indicates that the electric flux goes from one plate to the 
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adjacent plates. Since the air-gap between the transmitter and receiver is large, the electric flux 
can easily escape from the air-gap and cause significant electric field emissions. At the primary 
side, the voltage difference between P1 and P2 is also large, and the electric flux from P1 needs to 
travel a much longer distance than the air-gap to arrive P2, which causes larger electric field 
emissions at the bottom of the coupler. At the secondary side, the electric flux from P4 to P3 
causes similar emission problem on the top of the coupler. 
The electric field emissions are also simulated in misalignment cases, as shown in Fig. 5-11. 
 
(a) 300 mm x misalignment 
 
(b) 300 mm y misalignment 
Fig. 5-11. Electric field emission of a horizontal coupler at misalignment cases 
In the simulation, the same voltage excitations are applied to the plates as in the well-aligned 
case. When there is 300 mm x or y direction misalignment, more electric flux escapes from the 
capacitive coupler. The safe range is now 500 mm away from the side, and 800 mm away from 
the top and bottom of the capacitive coupler. 
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5.3.2. Electric Field Emissions of Vertical Plates 
The vertical structure of the capacitive coupler introduced in Chapter III is used as another 
example to study electric field emissions. Based on the coupler structure shown in Fig. 3-3, to 
achieve comparable power density with the aforementioned horizontal coupler, the dimensions 
are chosen as l1=914 mm, l2=695 mm, dc=50 mm, and d=150 mm, which realizes C13=C24. 
According to the behavior source model in Fig.4-3 and (4-2), the equivalent parameters are 
simulated as CM=11.2 pF and kC=0.094. Then, using the expressions in Table V-2, the voltages 
between plates are calculated and shown in Fig. 5-12. 
 
Fig. 5-12. Calculated voltages in an LCLC-compensated CPT system when CM=11.2 pF and kC=0.094 
In Fig. 5-12, When 3.0 kW power is transferred using the designed vertical coupler, the 
voltages between plates are calculated as |VC1|=|VC2|=6.7 kV, |V14|=|V23|=5.1 kV, and 
|V13|=|V24|=4.2 kV. Using these voltages as excitations, the electric field emissions around the 
vertical coupler are simulated as shown in Fig. 5-13. 
 
(a) xy plane 
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(b) yz plane 
Fig. 5-13. Electric field emission of a vertical coupler 
Fig. 5-13 shows the electric field distribution in xy and yz planes. Because of the symmetry 
of the vertical coupler structure, the xz plane is the same as the yz plane. The simulation shows 
that the maximum electric field strength between the same side plates is 130kV/m and the 
electric field strength in the air-gap between the transmitter and receiver is 28kV/m. Since the 
breakdown field strength of dry air is 3 kV/mm [8] and its variation with humidity is within ±25% 
[9], the plate distances are large enough to avoid arcing. Considering the limitation of 614V/m in 
Fig. 5-13, it shows that the safe range is 600 mm away from the side, and 900 mm away from the 
top and bottom of the vertical coupler. Because the vertical structure is more compact and the 
plate voltages are higher, the electric field emissions are more severe. 
The E vector distribution in the vertical coupler is also simulated as shown in Fig. 5-14. 
 
Fig. 5-14. Electric field vector distribution in a vertical capacitive coupler when PM=3.0 kW 
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In a vertical capacitive coupler, four plates are arranged in a line, and the shape of E vector 
indicates a unipolar structure. The larger plates P1 and P3 are placed at the outer side of the 
coupler, and they contribute more to the electric field emissions. Compared to the horizontal 
coupler, the voltages between plates are increased and the distance between P1 and P3 is 
increased. Therefore, there are more leakage electric fluxes from the air gap. 
The electric field emission at 300 mm x misalignment is also studied as shown in Fig. 5-15. 
 
(a) xy plane 
 
(b) xz plane 
Fig. 5-15. Electric field emission of a vertical coupler at 300 mm x misalignment 
Since the coupler structure is the same from the x and y direction, only the x misalignment 
performance is simulated. Compared to the well-aligned case in Fig. 5-13(a), when there is 300 
mm misalignment, the electric field distribution is changed. The safe range is still 600 mm away 
from the side and 900 mm away from the top and bottom of the vertical coupler. 
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The horizontal and vertical structure can be combined together to reduce the electric field 
emissions, resulting in a six-plate capacitive coupler [5]. Two additional large plates P5 and P6 
can be used to cover the capacitive coupler from top and bottom. When the transferred power is 
also 3.0 kW, the simulated electric field emissions are shown in Fig. 5-16. 
 
Fig. 5-16. Electric field emissions of a six-plate coupler when PM=3.0kW 
In a six-plate coupler, plates P1, P2, P3, and P4 are directly connected to the circuit 
components as a conventional four-plate coupler, and the shielding plates P5 and P6 are left 
floating. Due to the symmetry of the coupler structure, the voltage potentials on the two 
shielding plates are the same [5]. Therefore, if the transmitter side plate P5 is grounded, the 
receiver side plate P6 is equivalently grounded. In this way, these two additional plates act as a 
shielding box to the four active plates P1, P2, P3, and P4. Compared to Fig. 5-9 and 5-13, the 
electric fields in Fig. 5-16 between the air-gap are much stronger, which means most of the 
electric fields are concentrated between the air-gap, and the leakage electric fields outside the 
air-gap are significantly reduced. 
Fig. 5-16 also shows that the safe range of a 3.0 kW six-plate coupler is about 120 mm away 
from the edge of the coupler. Even in the 300 mm misalignment case, further study in [5] shows 
that the safety range is about 400 mm away from the coupler. In the electric vehicle charging 
application the vehicle chassis can act as the plate P6 to simplify the system structure. When plate 
P5 is grounded, the vehicle chassis is then equivalently grounded, which reduces both the electric 
field emissions and voltage potential of the vehicle. 
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5.4. Foreign Object Influence to CPT System 
In practical applications, it is common for foreign objects to exist in the vicinity of a 
capacitive coupler, which can be metallic or dielectric objects. The appearance of foreign objects 
can influence the coupling capacitances in the capacitive coupler and the corresponding circuit 
behavior in the CPT system. 
5.4.1. Position of Foreign Objects 
The influence of a foreign object relates to its position around the capacitive coupler. A 
horizontal capacitive coupler, consisting of two pairs of metal plates, is used as an example. 
There are eleven typical positions for a foreign object to appear, as shown in Fig. 5-17. 
 
Fig. 5-17. Typical positions of a foreign object in a horizontal coupler 
The eleven positions are symmetric, and so only seven of them need to be analyzed, in 
which positions A1-A5, A8, and A9 are used as examples. Positions A1 and A2 are close to the 
surface of P1, and the distance to P1 is defined as df. Position A3 is outside of the plates and its 
distance to plates is set to be d1/2. Position A4 is in the middle between plates P1 and P3. Position 
A5 is in the center of the coupler. Positions A8 and A9 are in the middle of plates P1 and P2. 
The plate length is defined as l1, the air-gap distance is d, and the distance between two pairs 
of plates is defined as d1. To be consistent with previous design, the parameters are chosen as 
l1=610 mm, d=150 mm, d1=100 mm, and the plate thickness is 2 mm. Considering the insulation 
layer, packaging, and the air-gap between the foreign object and P1, df is set at 10 mm. 
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5.4.2. Metallic Foreign Object Influence to CPT System 
A piece of iron, aluminum, or copper, can be used as an example of metallic object. In this 
analysis, an aluminum plate is selected. Three different sizes of the foreign aluminum plate are 
studied: 152.5mm×152.5mm, 305mm×305mm, 610mm×610mm. Since the thickness of a 
foreign metal plate is usually much smaller than the air-gap distance, the influence of thickness 
to the coupling capacitance can be neglected and it is chosen to be 2 mm in this analysis. 
The behavior source model in Fig. 4-3 is used to analyze the capacitive coupler, and all the 
coupling capacitances between plates are included. Maxwell is further used to simulate the 
coupling capacitances, and equation (4-2) is used to calculate the equivalent capacitances Cin1, 
Cin2, and CM. When there is no foreign object, the equivalent capacitances are Cin1=Cin2=27.7pF 
and CM=12.5 pF. Compared to the horizontal coupler in Fig. 2-1, CM is reduced because of the 
cross couplings. When the foreign aluminum plate appears and its size and position varies, the 
Maxwell-simulated equivalent capacitances are shown in Table V-3. 
Table V-3. Influence of foreign aluminum plate to equivalent capacitances 
Size 152.5mm×152.5mm 305mm×305mm 610mm×610mm 
Capacitance 
Position 
Cin1 Cin2 CM Cin1 Cin2 CM Cin1 Cin2 CM 
A1-A4 27.7 pF 27.7 pF 12.5 pF 27.7 pF 27.7 pF 12.5 pF 27.7 pF 27.7 pF 12.5 pF 
A5 28.0 pF 28.0 pF 12.2 pF 29.0 pF 29.0 pF 11.2 pF 33.0 pF 33.0 pF 7.5 pF 
A8 30.6 pF 27.7 pF 12.5 pF 44.1 pF 27.7 pF 12.5 pF 99.4 pF 27.7 pF 12.5 pF 
A9 30.9 pF 27.7 pF 12.4 pF 44.2 pF 27.7 pF 11.6 pF 97.4 pF 28.0 pF 8.0 pF 
Table V-3 shows that the equivalent capacitances in the capacitive coupler relates to both the 
size and position of the foreign aluminum plate. When its size is small (152.5mm×152.5mm), its 
influence on the capacitances is small. When the foreign aluminum plate is close to one pair of 
plates (positions A1-A7, except A5), its influence on the capacitances can be neglected. In these 
cases, the foreign aluminum plate also has no influence to the electric field emissions of the 
coupler, as shown in Fig. 5-18. 
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Fig. 5-18. Electric field emissions of a horizontal coupler with a 610mm×610mm aluminum plate at position A3 
Fig. 5-18 shows the simulation of electric field emissions in a horizontal coupler with a 
610mm×610mm aluminum plate at position A3. It indicates that the electric field is still 
symmetric and not affected by the foreign object. 
When the aluminum plate is large enough and placed close to two same-side plates (position 
A8, A9, A10 and A11), Table V-3 shows that the self-capacitances Cin1 and Cin2 of the primary 
and secondary sides can be significantly increased. In these cases, the circuit might lose 
resonance and the power transfer process can be affected. 
In electric vehicle charging applications, plates P1 and P2 are placed on the ground side. 
Since the earth ground is a good conductor, it can act as a foreign object that increases Cin1. 
Plates P3 and P4 are installed on the vehicle side and the chassis can increase Cin2. In the circuit 
parameter design, as long as these capacitance variations are included, the resonances in the 
circuit can still be maintained and effective power transfer can be realized. Reference [5] 
introduces this six-plate capacitive coupler structure and analyzes the working principle. Due to 
the symmetry of this coupler structure, both the electric field emissions and voltage potential on 
the chassis are significantly reduced. It needs to be emphasized that this six-plate structure is 
effective at eliminating the influence of a foreign object at positions A8 and A11, but cannot 
mitigate the influence of objects at the positions A9 and A10. 
When a large aluminum plate is placed close to all four plates (positions A5 and A9), Table 
V-3 shows that the mutual capacitance CM can be significantly decreased. This is because the 
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cross couplings P1-P3 and P2-P4 are enhanced by the foreign aluminum plate. As a result, the 
resonance in the circuit can also be affected, and the system power level is therefore reduced. 
As a conclusion, in a horizontal capacitive coupler, a small-size metallic foreign object does 
not significantly affect the normal working of a CPT system. However, a large-size metallic 
foreign object between the two pairs of plates can have a significant influence to the coupling 
capacitances and the corresponding working process of the CPT system. 
5.4.3. Dielectric Foreign Object Influence to CPT System 
We also consider the case of a dielectric foreign object around the capacitive coupler, and 
two typical positions A2 and A9 are selected as examples. When a dielectric foreign object 
appears at position A2, the dimensions are shown in Fig. 5-19. 
 
Fig. 5-19. A dielectric foreign object at position A2 around a capacitive coupler 
In Fig. 5-19, the dielectric foreign object has the same length as the plates. In a practical 
application, compared to the aforementioned metallic foreign object, it is common to have a 
much thicker dielectric foreign object. The total air-gap distance between two plates is d, the 
thickness of a dielectric foreign object is defined as d2, and the remaining distance between the 
foreign object to the upper plate P3 is defined as d3. 
According to Fig. 2-2 in chapter II, the capacitance between P1 and P3 is defined as CM1. 
With the appearance of a dielectric foreign object, CM1 is equivalent to two series capacitances: 
one is determined by the air and the other is determined by the dielectric foreign object. Since the 
relative permittivity (εr) of a dielectric object is usually larger than that of air (1.0), CM1 can be 


































                        (5-20) 
In (5-20), when there is no dielectric foreign object (εr=1), the capacitance is consistent with 
(2-2) in chapter II. When there is a dielectric foreign object (εr>1), the capacitance is increased. 
Maxwell is then used to simulate the coupling capacitance at different thicknesses and 
materials of the dielectric foreign object. In the simulation, l1=610mm and d=150mm, and 
df=10mm. The Maxwell-simulated capacitance CM1 between the plates is shown in Fig. 5-20. 
 
Fig. 5-20. Maxwell-simulated capacitance CM1 with dielectric foreign objects 
Fig. 5-20 validates that CM1 is increased by a dielectric foreign object. There are two 
common objects analyzed: glass and wood. Their relative permittivity is selected to be 5.5 and 
2.5, respectively. It can be seen that CM1 increases with increasing permittivity and thickness of 
the dielectric foreign object. It needs to be noticed that this increasing capacitance can affect the 
resonance of the circuit and affect the transferred power. 
When a dielectric foreign object appears at position A9, it has an influence on both pairs of 
plates. The dimensions are shown in Fig. 5-21. 
 
Fig. 5-21. A dielectric foreign object in a horizontal capacitive coupler 
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The foreign object has the same length as the capacitive coupler. The behavior source model 
in Fig. 4-3 is used to quantify its influence. When the thickness and material of the dielectric 
foreign object varies, the Maxwell simulated equivalent capacitances are shown in Fig. 5-22. 
 
(a) Mutual capacitance CM 
 
(b) Primary self-capacitance Cin1 
 
(c) Secondary self-capacitance Cin2 
Fig. 5-22. Maxwell-simulated equivalent capacitances of a horizontal coupler with a dielectric foreign object 
Fig. 5-22(a) shows that the mutual capacitance CM is increased by the thickness d2 of the 
dielectric foreign object. Also, increasing the relative permittivity can also result in an increase of 
mutual capacitance CM. 
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Fig. 5-22(b) and (c) show that the primary and secondary self-capacitances Cin1 and Cin2 both 
increase with the thickness and permittivity of the dielectric foreign object. Since it is closer to 
the primary plates P1 and P2, Cin1 is more significantly increased. 
As a conclusion, in a horizontal capacitive coupler, a dielectric foreign object can increase 
the coupling capacitances. When the size of the foreign object is large, the capacitances can be 
significantly increased and the resonances in the circuit are therefore disturbed, which affects the 
amount of transferred power. 
Usually, there are parallel capacitors connected to the same-side plates, such as with the 
LCLC compensation circuit, which increases the equivalent self-capacitances. The relative 
variations of capacitances caused by a foreign object, either metallic or dielectric, can be reduced, 
and the influence to the resonance is then alleviated. This requires studying the sensitivity of the 
system performance to parameter variations, which can possibly provide a solution to 
minimizing the foreign object influence through appropriate circuit design. In future research, the 
sensitivity analysis an corresponding circuit design will be a good area to investigate. 
5.5. CPT System Influence to Foreign Object  
5.5.1. CPT System Influence to Metallic Foreign Object  
Electric fields do not generate significant eddy-current losses in a metallic foreign object, so 
there is no concern about temperature rise. However, the voltage of a foreign metallic object, 
which is determined by its position and size, is an important concern. If the metallic foreign 
object appears on the top or bottom of a capacitive coupler (for example, positions A1, A7, A8, 
and A11), the aforementioned six-plate coupler structure can help to shield the electric fields, and 
so its voltage is not affected. If it appears in the air-gap and close to the power transfer plates (for 
example, positions A2 and A6), its voltage can be close to the plate, which is in the kV range. 
In a high-power CPT system, if a human body is grounded and touches the metallic foreign 
object, there could be current flowing through the body to ground. The magnitude of the current 
depends on the circuit and the human body impedance. In an LCLC-compensated CPT system, 
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the circuit topology can be designed to be symmetric in order to reduce the voltages on the plates 
by half, which can reduce the current flowing through human body as shown in Fig. 5-20. 
 
Fig. 5-23. A symmetric circuit topology to reduce current flowing through human body 
In Fig. 5-23, due to the symmetry of the circuit topology, the middle point O between C1a 
and C1b is grounded. In the worst case, the size of a metallic foreign object is as large as the 
power transferring plate (610mm×610mm) and placed at position A2. Its capacitance Cfp with 
respect to P1 is therefore about 330pF. The human body model to ground varies depending on 
position and insulation [11]-[16]. According to the IEC 60990 standard [17], a typical circuit 
model of the human body is shown in Fig. 5-23. Using this model in circuit analysis, it shows 
that the appearance of a human body touching the metallic foreign object can disturb the 
resonance in the circuit. Further circuit simulation shows that the RMS value of current Ib 
flowing through the human body to ground is 2.2 A. In this case, the CPT system should react to 
this action and shut down the power transfer process to protect human safety. 
According to IEEE C95.6 standard [18], when the frequency is below 3 kHz, there is a 
dangerous electric shock problem. The current can flow through internal organs, especially the 
heart, which often leads to irreversible neurological and cardiac damage. The safe limit of 
low-frequency current in the human body is very strict, which is 0.50 mA. 
According to IEEE C95.1 standard [7], when the frequency is higher than 100 kHz, the 
current flows along the surface of the human body, and there is no internal current [19]-[21]. 
There is therefore no concern of electric shock. The main concern caused by high-frequency 
current is the heating effect, which is called “RF burning”. It is required that, over 6 minutes 
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duration time, the current should be lower than 16.7 mA to avoid apparent heating effect for the 
touch of general public. For short-time exposure, the maximum energy density during any 100 
ms period should be lower than 28.8J/kg [7]. In this CPT system, the induced energy density in 
human body depends on the contact position and effective time. In practical application, a 
protection mechanism (for example: 100 ms) is required shut down the system when human 
touch occurs and it is also an important research area in future work. 
There could also be an electric arc or spark when a human touches a metallic foreign object. 
The maximum suggested RMS value of the plate voltage is limited to140 V to avoid arcing [7]. 
In future research, the system will be optimized to eliminate this arcing issue. 
5.5.2. Conductive Power Losses in Foreign Object  
For a foreign object in a CPT system, one critical concern is its temperature rising due to the 
high-frequency electric fields. The charge relaxation process in the foreign object can induce 
power loss. According to [22], the charge relaxation time τe is expressed as 
00  re  ,                                   (5-21) 
where, σ0 is the conductivity of the foreign object.  
When the relative permittivity εr and conductivity σ0varies, τe is shown in Fig. 5-24. 
 
Fig. 5-24. Charge relaxation time of a foreign object at different εr and σ0 
Fig. 5-24 shows that the charge relaxation time τe increases with increasing εr, but decreases 
with increasing σ0. In this system, the switching frequency is 1 MHz, resulting in a switching 
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period of 1000 ns. For a foreign object, if its charge relaxation time τe is close to the switching 
period, the power loss can be significant [22]. For example, for drinking water, if its conductivity 
is 0.01S/m, its charge relaxation time is about 71.6 ns, which is much smaller than 1000 ns. 
Therefore, if drinking water appears close to the capacitive coupler, it will essentially behave as a 
metal object at the 1 MHz operating frequency. 
The simple geometry in Fig. 5-19 is used to estimate the power loss in a foreign object. The 
voltage between the plates is defined as V13, the electric field strength in the air-gap is defined as 
E1, the electric field strength in the foreign object is defined as E2, the charge density on the 
surface of the foreign object is defined as σf, and its conductivity is defined as σ0. According to 























                           (5-22) 
The first equation is the relationship between excitation voltage and the electric field 
strength, the second equation is Coulomb’s law, and the third equation is conservation of charge. 
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According to [22], the magnitude of E2 is used to calculate the current density J in the 
foreign object. Then, the volume power loss density PD, and the total power loss Ploss in the 

























                                (5-24) 
In this analysis, it needs to be mentioned that the dimensions are l1=610 mm, d2=50 mm, 
d3=90 mm, and df=10 mm. Using (5-23) and (5-24), the power loss in the foreign object can be 
calculated with different relative permittivity εr and conductivity σ0, as shown in Fig. 5-25. 
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Fig. 5-25. Power losses in a foreign object at different εr and σ0 
This shows that the power loss reduces with increasing relative permittivity εr. For a given εr, 
while the conductivity σ0 increases, the power loss first increases and then decreases. If dry wood 





[23], Fig. 5-25 shows that the induced power loss is less than 0.1 W, which can be neglected. If 





S/m [24], Fig. 5-25 shows that the maximum power loss is approximately 3 W. Considering the 
system power is 3.0 kW, this power loss result in a reduction of system efficiency of about 0.1%, 
which can be neglected. 
Using Newton’s law of cooling and assuming the power is dissipated through a free 





                                      (5-25) 
where q is the power loss, A is the surface of the foreign object, and hc is the convection heat 
transfer coefficient. Using the given dimension, A is calculated as 0.866 m
2
. According to [25], hc 
can be estimated to be 20 W/(m
2
·°C) considering the air flow. Then, the calculated temperature 
rise of drinking water is about 0.18°C. This analysis represents a worst-case scenario, in which 
the thickness of the foreign object is as large as 50 mm. In practice, its thickness will likely be 
much smaller. Then, the power loss and temperature rise is also much smaller. 
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Further experiments were conducted to test the influence of a foreign object on the CPT 
system. When a 100 mm×100 mm×300 mm oak wood was placed between the air-gap, there was 
no apparent influence to the system power and efficiency. After 10 minutes continuous operation, 
there was no appreciable temperature rise on the surface of the wood. Drinking water was also 
used as a foreign object in experiments. When four gallons of drinking water was placed between 
one set of metal plates, there is no apparent influence to the system power and efficiency. 
However, when one gallon of water was placed between two sets of metal plates, the system 
power and efficiency are significantly reduced, which means the power transfer process is 
disturbed. This occurs because the charge-relaxation time-constant of drinking water is much 
smaller than the switching period, which means drinking water behaves similar to metal. As a 
result, when water is positioned across both plates, it effectively short-circuits the coupling 
between primary and secondary. In future research, the influence of foreign object to the CPT 
system will be studied in detail. 
5.6. Conclusion 
This chapter presented the study of safety issues in a CPT system, including plate voltages, 
electric field emissions, and foreign object influence. In a long-distance and high-power CPT 
system aimed at the electric vehicle charging application, the mutual coupling capacitance is in 
the tens of pF range, resulting in the voltages of plates in the kV range. These high voltages 
require reliable insulation on the surface of the metal plates. Also, they can induce strong electric 
field emissions to the surrounding environment, and the IEEE C95.1 standard requires that the 
field strength should be lower than 614 V/m at 1 MHz for human safety concern. Further 
analysis shows that, using a six-plate coupler structure, the safe range of a 3.0 kW CPT system is 
120 mm away from the edge of the coupler. 
In a practical vehicle charging application, it is common to have metallic or dielectric 
foreign object. Depending on the size and position, analysis shows that the foreign objects can 
influence the coupler capacitances. If the variations of capacitances are significant, the 
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resonances in the circuit can be disturbed and the power transfer process is therefore affected. 
The electric fields in a CPT system can also influence the foreign object. For a metallic 
foreign object, its voltage can be as high as kV level when it is placed on the surface of the 
coupler. If a human touches it, there could be high-frequency current flowing through the human 
body. According to the IEEE C 95.1 standard, the high-frequency current does not cause 
neurological and cardiac damage, but there is heat generated. Then, a protection mechanism is 
required to act in 100 ms to avoid temperature rise of human body.  
For a foreign object, electric fields can generate internal heat, which could cause 
temperature rise. In worst case, the analysis shows that the power loss in drinking water is about 
3.1 W, and the temperature rise is 0.18°C. For dry wood, the power loss and temperature rise can 
be neglected. Further experiments also validate these analyses. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1. Conclusions 
This dissertation has demonstrated that CPT technology is an effective method to realize 
high-power and long-distance power transfer for electric vehicle charging applications. 
Compared to previous CPT technology, the breakthroughs of this work include: increasing 
transfer power by two orders of magnitude (from several tens of watts to several kW), an 
increase of transfer distance by two orders of magnitude (from less than 1 mm to hundreds of 
mm), and an improvement of transfer efficiency (from less than 30% to over 90%). The main 
contributions and achievements can be summarized in four parts. 
First, a double-sided LCLC compensation circuit has been proposed to realize high-power, 
long-distance, and high-efficiency capacitive power transfer. Two pairs of 610mm×610mm 
aluminum plates are used as the capacitive coupler. Since the air-gap distance is hundreds of mm, 
the coupling capacitance is in the pF range. The proposed LCLC compensation circuit can 
increase the equivalent self-capacitance and establish resonances to increase the system power. 
The fundamental harmonic approximation (FHA) method is used to analyze the working 
principle of the proposed circuit, from which the resonance relationships and output power 
equations are provided. Moreover, a prototype is designed and implemented to validate the 
circuit. Experimental results show that the prototype can achieve 2.4 kW power transfer across 
an air-gap distance of 150 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 90.8%. The LCLC compensation circuit 
is also compared with the LC compensation circuit. The advantages of LCLC compensation lie 
in: more flexibility to adjust system power and higher efficiency. 
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Second, the CPT technology has been combined with IPT technology in a single system. 
Since IPT technology has been studied for more than 20 years in electric vehicle charging 
applications, it is ready for commercial products. The combination of CPT technology with IPT 
can help to extend the usage of this technology. In a combined system, the coupling plates of the 
CPT system work as compensation capacitors for the IPT system, and the coupling coils of the 
IPT system work as compensation inductors for the CPT system. In this way, the compensation 
circuit topology of the combined system is simplified, and the circuit components are better used 
in the power transfer process. In this dissertation, an LC-compensated IPT-CPT combined system 
has been proposed and designed as an example to illustrate this idea. The working principle of 
the combined system is presented in detail. A prototype is further designed and implemented to 
validate the combined system. Experimental results show that the system output power reaches 
2.84 kW, in which the IPT system contributes 72% of the total power and the CPT system 
contributes the remaining 28%. With the help of the inductive couplings, the efficiency of the 
combined system is 94.4%. 
Third, CPT technology has been applied to realize a dynamic charging system for electric 
vehicles. Compared to conventional IPT technology, a CPT system does not need high 
circulating currents to establish magnetic fields. It instead utilizes voltages on metal plates to 
establish electric fields, and so the power losses in the capacitive coupler can be much lower than 
the inductive coupler. A long-track CPT system has been proposed, in which the transmitter 
plates are much longer than the receiver plates and can transfer power to multiple receivers 
simultaneously. It can also reduce the received power pulsation when the receiver is moving 
along the transmitter track. A scaled-down prototype is designed and implemented to validate the 
dynamic CPT system. The length of the transmitter plate is 1200 mm, and the length of the 
receiver plate is 300 mm. Experimental results show that the dynamic CPT system can achieve 
154.7W power transfer across an air-gap distance of 50 mm with a dc-dc efficiency of 85.4%. 
When the receiver moves along the transmitter, the power pulsation is within ±4.0% of the 
nominal power. Also, the proposed dynamic CPT system has good misalignment performance. 
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Fourth, a safety study of the CPT system was conducted. The safety issues in a CPT system 
include four aspects: high voltage between plates, electric field emissions, foreign object 
influence on a CPT system, and the CPT system influence on a foreign object. The theoretical 
principle of capacitive power transfer is derived, which shows that the transfer power is 
proportional to the switching frequency, mutual capacitance, and the voltages between plates. 
When the mutual capacitance is in the pF range, the plate voltages are required to be in the kV 
range in order to achieve kW power transfer. Therefore, there should be reliable insulation on the 
surface of the metal plates. Since the air-gap distance in electric vehicle charging application is 
in the hundreds of mm range, there is a large amount of leakage electric flux emitted to the 
surrounding environment, which can cause electromagnetic interference (EMI). According to the 
IEEE C95.1 standard, the electric field strength has to be limited below 614V/m at 1 MHz for 
human health consideration. A six-plate coupler structure has been proposed to reduce the 
electric field emissions, and the safe range is about 120 mm away from the edge of the capacitive 
coupler. This work also shows that the appearance of foreign objects in a CPT system can change 
the coupling capacitance. The capacitance variation can then disturb the resonances and reduce 
power. The electric fields can also influence the foreign object. For a metallic foreign object, its 
voltage can increase to kV, and cause high current flowing through a human body when touched, 
which can cause heating problem. A protection mechanism is required to shut down the system 
quickly in order to avoid danger. For a dielectric foreign object, there is temperature rise. 
However, it is shown that the temperature rise is limited to 0.18°C in a 3.0 kW CPT system. 
6.2. Future Works 
Although this work has accomplished some significant achievements, there is still plenty to 
be investigated before CPT technology comes to real life applications. There are four major 
directions for future research: a generalized circuit design method of the compensation network 
for a CPT system, a more compact and efficient coupler structure to improve system power 
density, the consequences of increasing the system switching frequency, and further improving 
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the safety properties of CPT systems in a practical application. 
First, a generalized method to design compensation circuit for a CPT system needs to be 
derived. This paper proposes a double-sided LCLC circuit topology and compares it with the 
double-sided LC compensation. It is straightforward to add more LC networks to the 
compensation circuit, which requires studying the influence of these multiple networks to the 
CPT system property. Future research should determine the optimal number of LC compensation 
circuits to maximize system power and efficiency. 
Second, the power density of a CPT system can possibly be improved through the coupler 
structure design. The power density of the designed CPT system is about 2kW/m
2
, which is still 
not comparable to that of an IPT system (30kW/m
2
 or even higher). Considering the IPT-CPT 
combined system in this dissertation, the integration of inductive and capacitive coupler is an 
effective method to improve the system power density. In this way, the electric and magnetic 
fields concentrate in a single coupler. The resulting coupler structure should be optimized to 
minimize power losses. 
Third, higher switching frequencies result in higher power and reduced-size passive 
components. With the continuing development of semiconductor devices, it is expected to have 
high power devices with tens or even hundreds of MHz switching capability in the near future. 
However, high frequency operation can induce more radiation loss to the surrounding 
environment, which reduces the system efficiency and create safety issues. Especially in the 
dynamic CPT system, where the transmitter plate length can be tens or even hundreds of meters, 
increasing the switching frequency is more challenging, due to the effects of parasitic inductance. 
Fourth, the safety of a CPT system should be further improved. The high voltages on the 
power transfer plates are the cause of the safety issues, which include potential electric shock, 
electric field emissions, and foreign object influence. Therefore, measures need to be taken to 
reduce the plate voltages, such as increasing the mutual capacitance or increasing the switching 
frequency, which will cause other side effects. Therefore, further research is needed to resolve 
the conflict between high voltage and safety requirements. 
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In summary, CPT technology has been developed for high-power and long-distance 
applications. It has been shown to be a viable alternative to conventional IPT technology. In the 
future, more effort should be conducted to improve its power density, efficiency, and safety for 
real life applications. 
